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Comment

Zimbabwe: The
have spoken!

T

he

from last
month’s parliamentary

But this is

message

elections in Zimbabwe is

clear and

categoric: this is a resounding protest vote against the
ruling party, ZANU (PF), particularly on the part of the urban population, the middle classes generally
and those traditional

“minority
groups” of modern Zimbabwean
politics,' and it is a vote that reflects
the deep polarization between rural
and urban society in Zimbabwe, between black and

a

vote

less for the

people
varied

petit bourgeois aspirations, traexpressions,

against
ZANU (PF). The latter has virtually

ditional racial and ethnic

lost the urban vote, alienated the

either bent

middle classes

or

MDC than

mostly

a protest

and external forces most of whom

are

neo-colonial

(and ethnic and racial) spectrum,

agenda
pious tenets
of the “new democracy” than to free-

and retained

dom with

across

the

political

rural vote which,

a

unless the party of national liberation - as ZANU and ZAPU of the

Patriotic Front that brought

indepen-

dence to this country - reforms itself
and recovers before the next general

on a

dedicated

an

more to

the

economic content.

Therefore,

as

the dust settles after

this tumultuous election exercise, the
nation as a whole should awaken to
the realization that both

enormous

the

challenges and opportunities lie ahead.
Indeed, it is essential that party polltics take a back seat now, in favour of

we

a

election, will be gradually eroded in

white, and, perbetween the rest of the
country and those parts of eastern

response to the performance of
urban vote in this election. If

accept, as many of us should, given

national

and western Zimbabwe who feel

the

economic crisis, the deterioration in

marginalised in political and

the current

social and

haps,

even

eco-

nomic life.
But it is

good a result as could
expected in the circumstances: an
overwhelming victory on the part of
as

be

ZANU (PF) would have

fueled the

backdrop of recent history and
political (and economic)
conjuncture in which Zimbabwe
finds itself, that it is only the Party
of national liberation
the unity
-

between ZANU and ZAPU of the
Patriotic Front

-

that

can

sustain the

anti-imperialist and progressive na(PF)

arrogance of a ruling party so dominant and hegemonic over the last two

tionalist offensive, then ZANU

decades of

post-independence; and a
victory for the MDC would have spelt
disaster at the hands of a fledgling
party which does not have the capacity or expertise to form a viable Cabinet. For the MDC is an oppositional
form with little or no political and tech-

will have to do

nical content. Worse still, an MDC

more

victory might have engulfed the country in an unprecedented constitutional
crisis given those very untidy provi-

oppositional forces than a coherent
party programme. While it has been
an indispensable vehicle through
which to jolt the politics of

sions of the current constitution which

a

lot of soul-search-

priorities, particularly the

public services, the erosion
physical infrastructure, and the
ever growing threat of HIV/AIDS.
Also this election has helped to
highlight the historic Land Question,
providing the best possible political
framework through which issues can
of the

be resolved
obvious

once

and for all. There

are

linkages between the resolu-

succession issue, and mobilize all those

tion of the Land Question and greater

leftist forces most of whom the

velopment.

ing, resolve the leadership

has

Party

deliberately marginalized

over

the last two decades.

Otherwise, the MDC itself is
chorus

a

of

diverse

virtually caters for a “One Party”
State, and may have provoked more
political violence and general instability. Therefore this election result
favours both ZANU (PF) which will
now leam to work with an opposition

Zimbabwe, the MDC could

while the MDC becomes informed in

base out of which the MDC

parliamentary and state affairs.

bom, and the growing alliance of

SAPEM JDUY 2(MM)

unified resolve to attend to the many

theless be
ment

the

a

of neo-colonialism.

success

never-

conduit for the enhance-

Ironically,

of this nine months old

party represents the corresponding

departure from the working class
was

prospects for economic and social deOn the

positive side, the political
leadership has at its disposal an impressive human resources skill base,
a populace generally given to hard
work, and
fueled

a

national consciousness

historically by immense sacri-

fice, and the love for social justice,
fairness and economic progress. The
events and developments which have
characterized the

political process over
are yet another
testimony to this Zimbabwean
heritage. Those in power - and ineluding those in the opposition - will
have to respond positively to it or fall
by the way side ■
the last few months
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The

case

»I'

for debt relief

11

Ignore GaddaH

The issue of debt owed

by poor countries should continue to
preoccupation by leaders of the
industrialised countries. Most of the debt is owed by impoverished governments, and therefore should be based on the
Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) governments’
capacity to p ay, not on arbitrary numerical guidelines related
to exports, w. lich have little if anything to do with the country’s
fiscal positic n. The appropriate measure of debt forgiveness
is the level of funding required to address the humanitarian
needs
public health, education, basic infrastructure - of
these nations, not export ratios.
be at the centre of

-

Sara Sievers
Executive Director
Centre for International
Harvard

Development

University

USA

When African leaders meet at the annual summit of the

Organisation of African Unity (OAU) in Lome this month,
one of the issues high on their
agenda will be the proposal by
the Libyan leader, Muammar Gaddafi, for the establishment
of an African Political and Economic Union.
This is great
to

become

a

idea when one considers the need for Africa

strong player in world politics and in the global

economic process.

However, the framework for greater
cooperation and integration in Africa is laid down in the Lagos
Plan of Action and the Abuja Treaty, which take Africa’s
regional organisations as the building blocks leading to the
realisation of the objective of an African Economic Community. This is a more realistic approach than the idealistic
formula that the colonel is proposing.
African leaders in Lome must sternly resist all attempts
to deviate their attention from the main problems facing the
continent today. Gaddafi, who only a few years ago considered himself an Arab
with nothing to do with the rest of
Africa today profiles himself as Africa’s greatest liberator,
and is determined to confuse Africans with his grand plans.
After having taken power by the force of arms and waged his
own wars against Western
powers, which he lost, the
flamboyant Libyan leader should be told in no uncertain terms
to go where he exactly belongs - the dustbin of history.
Africa has some urgent issues that need to be addressed.
-

The truth about
The

Fifa

awarding of the right to host the football world’s showpiece in Germany - as opposed to South Africa - must finally have laid threadbare the lies about globalisation and
that Africa is also part of that imaginary global village.
A lot was said about South Africa being unsafe due to
high levels of crime. Yet crime is a worldwide phenomenon,
which affects all big cities in the world. The issue that needs
to be raised is not whether crime exists in a given society, but
what the authorities in such a society are doing to lessen its
impact. And South Africa has been doing a lot in that regard.
Sometimes the issue of crime is overemphasised in order
to obscure other more serious and dangerous motives. If South
Africa, which has world class sports and accommodation
infrastructures was rejected - even if not publicly - on grounds
that it is haven for crime, then can someone explain to me
what is the rationale of awarding the right to host the World
Cup in Germany, a country where Africans are constantly
subjected to racially motivated attacks, some of which leading
to death. I learnt recently, that even as the Fifa delegates
prepared to go to Zurich, two Africans were murdered in
Berlin, in what the authorities openly admitted were
xenophobic attacks. Is it the case that Black lives do not count?

-

These include the need to resolve the internal and inter-state

conflicts that

plague the continent, create the necessary
leading to greater levels of economic growth, and
fight against poverty and the sourge of HIV/Aids and malaria.
Only when countries have individually won these wars can
they link up together regionally to form a formidable
conditions

continent.

Otunyi Olokoshi
Lagos
Nigeria

Ltttcrs

shoald

bt

addrtsscd

to:

Ths Editor RO Box MP 1005, Mt Pleasant, Harare,

Zimbabwe, or 109 Coventry Road, Workington,
Harare, Zimbabwe. Email: sappho@zimmirror.co.xw

John Khumalo

Letters

Pinetown

address, and may be edited.

most Indicate the

writers fall

name

and

South Africa
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Zimbabwe
party with a minimum of 15 parliamentary seats (and subsequently lowered to five per cent of electoral votes)
a

Just a Victory!
Llody Sachikonye

S

adly, it

was

also the most

election

in

the

country’s post-in dependence
history, with 30 people reportedly
killed, most of them believed to be
supporters of the main opposition
party, the Movement for Democratic
Change (MDC).
Effectively, the campaign started in
January, after in November last year a
government-appointed commission presented to president Robert Mugabe its
proposals for a new constitution, which
was rejected in a referendum in February. Although the campaign in the run
up to the referendum was relatively
peaceful, the massive amount of intimi-

1996 presiin the 1995
parliamentary election, and 54 percent
in 1990.

votes

Yet against all odds, an estimated
65 per cent of the 5,29 million registered voters turned out at the polls, far
above the 32 percent in the
dential election, 57 percent

Quite clearly, there was a great deal

East, and 574 votes in Chinhoyi). It is

scarcely surprising that the MDC is
pressing for an investigation of the re-

opposition parties be heavily trounced
as they were in the past elections? Would

the MDC

as

well

as

showing is that it is a party
a year old. It did not

that is less than
have

its

access to

state resources to finance

campaign (Zanu-PF had upwards of

US$1.6 million from the national

budget). The state-controlled media restricted access to publicity by the opposition parties. The intimidation and
setting up of ”no go” areas in some
rural areas such as parts of Midlands
and of Masvingo, and commercial
farming areas occupied by war veterans in the Mashonaland provinces were

was unprec-

edented, and the image of a relatively

peaceful and stable Zimbabwe was significantly tarnished.
One lasting image of Zimbabwe’s
last month’s elections will be that dark

all aimed at

cloud and memory of violence which
resulted in the displacement of thou-

from their homes, the

suits in these constituencies

in 17 others. What is remarkable about

that followed before the June 24-25 par-

sands of villagers

in Marondera East, 118 in Makoni

at stake in these elections. Would the

dation and violence in the four months

liamentary elections

How significant, therefore, are the
results of the 2000 elections? A lot! And
a turning point in Zimbabwe’s
political landscape. Zanu-PF has seen
its overwhelming majority of directlyelected seats whittled by almost half to
62. This will climb to 92 when the president appoints the other 30. To its credit,
the MDC received 57 seats, becoming
the first ever significant opposition.
Something seismic has happened in
Zimbabwean politics. Significantly, the
margin of the MDC losses in three constituencies was very narrow (by 63

longest election campaign that Zimbabwe had ever had
independence in 1980. For about five months, the tussle for the
hearts and minds of Zimbabweans was very intense.

violent

funding. In the last

Parliament, that meant only Zanu-PF.

indeed

It turned out to be

since its

is entitled to state

blocking the MDC.

The distribution of the seats them-

selves is

quite instructive. The MDC

closure of several hundred rural .schools

Mugabe: A very narrow victory

teachers fled for their safety, and the
spread of fear, especially in the rural

failed to win any seats in the provinces
of Mashonaland Central and East, ar-

the

eas

moth

intimidation and violence. But there

as

areas.

Although both the MDC and the mling Zanu-PF party were reported to
have been responsible for this orgy of
violence, most incidents were
believed to have been the work of Zanuwanton

was a

Parliament that became known

for its

which witnessed

were

also

some

of the worst

provinces where Zanu-PF did

win any seats either: these were
Matabeleland North, Bulawayo and
not

are the two largest
metropolitan centres in the country.

Harare. The latter

including members of the

”rubber-stamping” role
than as a serious countervailing institu-

militant War Veterans Associa-

tion vis-a-vis the executive branch. Zim-

have laid threadbare the notion that the

babwe’s electoral system has
flaws which prevent “a level

MDC is

PF supporters,
more

governing Zanu-PF retain its mammajority? In the last Parliament,
Zanu-PF held a commanding majority
of 117 out of the 120 directly-elected
seats. It was scarcely surprising that it

tion. There were

reported cases of rape,
villagers believed to be supporters of the opposition in mral parts of
the country allegedly had their houses
searched and their civil identity
while

dcKuments seized to disable them from

voting.
SAPEM JULY 2000

more

serious
playing

field”. Under the current constitution,
the president has the prerogative to ap-

point 30 non-constituency members of
parliament, which gives him enormous
powers of patronage. Furthermore, only

The results of the recent elections

mainly an urban-oriented party.

The party now commands the majority
of the seats in the largely rural provinces of Manicaland, and Matebeleland

North and South. In relative terms, there
was less political violence and intimidation in these three

provinces. Zanu5

Cover Story

PF

gained most of its seats in the three

emment

repairs its relations with inter-

Mashonaland (Centeral, East and West)

national lenders such

provinces, in Midlands and Masvingo.

the International

However, most seats in the towns in all

multilateral donors such

the

Union

provinces, including Gweru,

as

the World Bank,

Monetary Fund, and
as the European
(EU). Of all organisations that
for the elections in Zim-

Kwekwe, Masvingo and Mutare went to

sent observers

the MDC. It

significant that most
opposition to Zanu-PF came from the
working and middle-classes based in cit-

babwe, the EU

ies and towns while its support came

June 25, Pierre Schori, the head of the
EU observer mission declared at a news

was

mainly from the poorer and less educated
rural folk.

Significantly, the outcome of the
pointed to the
pivotal role of civil society in contributing to the shifts in Zimbabwean politics.
Clearly, civil society is strongerand better organised in urban centres than in dispersed villages in the countryside.
Morgan Tsvangirai, the MDC leader, cut
his political teeth in the Zimbabwe Congress of Trade Unions (ZCTU), an organisation he built into a credible and
formidable power broker. In addition, he
was the founding leader of the National
Constitutional Assembly (NCA), a pressure group established in 1997 to persuade the government into implementing substantial constitutional reforms.
Most of the MDC new parliamentarians
come from labour unions, human rights
organisations, and from professional organisations such as teaching and law.
MDC’s growing influence in the
Zimbabwean political process must be
seen in the context of an increasingly
more dynamic civil society over the past
decade, and people’s unquestionable
quest for substantive democratisation.
There has long been an intellectual tradition which argues for a causal connection between the growth and density of
civil society and the quality and
sustainability of democracy in a society.
Although still facing substantial limitations, the proliferation and diversity of
activist civil society organisations in
Zimbabwe has been an important development since 1980, as can be demonstrated by the expansion of the working
elections in social terms

and middle-classes.

Obviously, the full potential growth
the
state of the economy, in a deep recesof these classes has been affected by

sion since the dramatic fall of the Zimbabwe dollar

on

November 17, 1997.

Ironically, the country’s economic crisis is also the reason why Zanu-PF’s
hegemony has largely been eroded. It is
a crisis which is likely to worsen further
before the economy recovers. A great
deal will hinge on how quickly the gov6

was the most critical
about the pre-electoral violence that
marred the process. As voting ended on

conference in Harare, that given the level
of violence that had preceded the elec-

tions, it would have been pretentious to

tees, will provide the opposition with a
useful apprenticeship in law-making
and

governing. In addition, also for the
independence, the opposition will be able to form a shadow
cabinet. The honing of the parliamentary and related technical skills will be
a
significant challenge and resource for
the MDC. With 46 percent of the total
vote to Zanu-PF’S 48 percent, the MDC
will now have access to state funding.
This should boost its core funding and
first time since

administrative

resources.

consider the entire process

Third, although Parliament is an important prize, it still remains a relatively

This will

weak institution under Zimbabwe’s cur-

free and fair.
undoubtedly influence European policies towards Zimbabwe, whose
relations with Britain a leading mem-

ber of the Union

-

have remained tense

since the

beginning of the year.
Domestically, recovery will depend
on how soon normality returns to key
sectors such as manufacturing and agriculture. Will an orderly process of equitable and transparent land reform be
quickly put into place, and would there
be sufficient resources (i. e. crop inputs,
credit and basic infrastructure) to make

rent constitution. The

presidency is the
prize, and Tsvangirai has already declared his intention to stand in
2002. If Mugabe also chooses to run,
Zimbabwe will have all the makings of
a political epic. A 78-year-old man running against a youthful 50-year-old. But
there will be other important contests
along the way. These include city and
town councils and mayorships, not to
ultimate

mention rural and district councils. Control of these institutions, in

particular the
city and town councils (and the MDC
swept most of them) will, for the first
time since independence, see opposition
access to

crucial

resources as

well

as

of patronage. If that happened,
the MDC would have consolidated its
means

position

as a

major counter-hegemonic

movement.

It is also

an

undeniable fact that the

significance of the 2000 elections goes
well beyond Zimbabwe’s borders. For
many years, Zimbabwe was in the company of what have sometimes been
termed ‘dominant-party’ systems such
as

Tsvangirai: from iabour to opposition.
Will he make it to state house?

the

acquired land immediately produc-

five? Will the

war veterans

and gangs

of youths

who played a major role in a
rural political mobilisation famous for
its intimidation now disperse and allow
peaceful land redistribution? This a difficult agenda for president Robert
Mugabe’s government.
The most significant aspect of the
new parliament lies in the fact that for
the first time in Zimbabwe’s post-independence history, the opposition has sufficient numbers to block constitutional
amendments. It also means that by en-

gaging in parliamentary business, ineluding sitting on its various commit¬

those which obtain in Botswana, Na-

mibia. South Africa and Tanzania,
where the

ruling parties have an overwhelming majority. Thanks to the election outcome, Zimbabwe now looks like
a

highly competitive two-party system.

Even without the

proportional

repre-

sentation system, the outcome of directlyelected seats resembles the neck-to-neck outcome

in the 1999 Mozambican election.

From its formation in 1963, it took
Zanu-PF 17

long years to wrest power
from the colonial state and form a govemment. It distinguished itself as a liberation movement, and then as a formidable political machine but it now clearly
has

problem of ‘’renewing” or ‘’reinventing” itself. The MDC may not
have to take that long to win absolute
power*
a
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Zimbabwe’s Electoral Process:
A Historical

Perspective
Solomon Nkiwane

Elections in Zimbabwe did not

begin with independence in 1980. An awareness ofthis
fact is important in order to begin to appreciate the relevance of the pre-independence
period in the development and continuity of the electoral politics of the country.
A

full understanding of the
development and management of
elections in Zimbabwe requires some
reference to the historical back-

ground of the country; structures and
processes of the electoral process
over a large portion of the historical
period, and of course, bringing everything up to date to include the campaign towards last month’s parliamentary elections.
Present-day Zimbabwe became effectively occupied by the British imperialists in 1890.

This

point suggests that the denial of political
majority of the
population did not begin at independence, but was a carry over of the attitudes of the colonial regimes of the past.
education to the

Between 1923 and 1953, the Afriof Southern Rhodesia did not par-

cans

ticipate in the government of the colony
at any level. Thus, the idea of involving Africans in decision-making processes, let alone in any process involv-

country’s sole broadcaster, ZBC, the
state-owned daily, the Herald, and its
weekly sister, the Sunday Mail, although
financed by the taxpayers, are both
mouthpieces of ZANU-PF. There is an
independent press in Zimbabwe, but
their existence is precarious, as they are
constantly harassed and attacked by the
government for being “unpatriotic” and
for being agents of neo-colonialism and
imperialist interests.

about five

was

years after the
ence of 1884/5,

historic Berlin Conferduring which European
powers agreed to parcel out the African
continent among themselves. However,
the occupation of Zimbabwe had a lot
to do with the imperialist designs and
adventures of Cecil John Rhodes, who
used the va.st resources of his British

South Africa

Company (BSAC) to
militarily subjugate vast
Southern Africa, including
Rhodesia (present-day Zam-

control and
areas

of

Northern

bia), the Bechuanaland Protectorate

(present-day Botswana) and Nyasaland
(present-day Malawi). After some spirited resistance (dubbed “rebellions” by
British the imperialists) by the Africans
of Zimbabwe (Ndebeles and Shonas),
the territory was effectively placed un-

der what

was

called “Charter Rule” until

1923. In 1923, the British Government
conducted a referendum to determine the

Abandoning their iong apathy, Zimbabeans turned in large numbers to vote in

political preferences of the white settlers.

ing voting

These white settlers, who numbered 10

occur to

000,

ference with the present

munities in Southern Rhodesia, Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, decided

the lack of

to

were

asked to choose between two

options: either to become the fifth Province of the Union of South Africa, or a

self-governing colony under the Colonial Office in Great Britain.
tiers

opted for the latter,

as

The

set-

the colony

of Southern Rhodesia.
The
was

significance of that referendum

that the Africans

let alone

were not

consulted,

being allowed to vote. This

SAPEM JULY

last month’s election

or some election, did not
the authorities. The only dif-

situation is that,
political education for the
majority of the population is compounded by much misinformation and
propaganda. The present situation is
characterized by the dominance of the
pro-government news media and the
control and manipulation of that by the
government and the ruling party. It is
now common knowledge that the

However, in 1953, the white

bring the three territories into

com-

a po-

litical union. To the white politicians,
it seemed politically prudent to join
these three countries into

a

Federation,

in view of the “wind of change”

that was
sweeping throughout the whole African
continent

after

World

War

H.

Apparently, the gradual liberation of the
African continent from the North to the
7
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South

was

considered

a

threat to the

continued settler political

domination in
the South of the Continent. Strategies
were being hatched out, in a rapid fashion, designed to retain white supremacy
and political domination in Southern and

electing 50 members of Parliament
(who were all white) while the “B” roll
voters

elected 15 Black members of the

Legislature.
Not much change to the above voting requirements took place in Southern

of

Rhodesia until after the Lancaster House

strategies which, presumably,
stemming the indepen-

Agreement of 1979. Africans in colonial

a

tion in South-Central Africa was

those

in

Federa-

Central Africa. The idea of

one

would succeed in

Zimbabwe

dence tide.

participate fully in

The

significance and relevance of the
above (Federation and anti-federalism)
is the extent to which it enhanced

not

political education for the indigenous
people, especially those of Southern
Rhodesia. The denial of the voting exercise indirectly taught the Africans the
potential power of voting. It was during this period that slogans such as “oneman-one-vote” began to make their
impact.
In order to get the support of Afri-

nal decisions then.

in the three territories for the fed-

eral scheme, it was

thought

necessary

some Africans a voice
electoral process. As a result and
to

give

first time, Africans

were

in the elections. This
some

in the
for the

was a

triumph of

Africans could

qualify to vote in
subsequent elections.
In Southern Rhodesia, some Afri-

registered in what was called
African roll, for purposes of
this election, while Europeans were
registered under the “A” roll, sometimes
referred to as the European roll. To be
registered in either of these voting rolls,
one had to satisfy certain qualifieations.
To qualify for registration in rolls “A”
cans were

or

and “B”; one had to be a citizen, at least
21 years old, resident in a constituency

of electoral district concerned at least
three months

immediately preeeding
application for enrolment, and one had
to be sufficiently proficient in English
to be able to complete and sign the registration form. Further qualifications
were required for one to fully qualify
into the “A” roll. Individuals had to

satisfy certain high-income requirements and further required to have had
at least four years of Secondary School
education. Thus, the “B” roll voting
requirements and standards were comparatively lower than those which applied to the “A” roll.
These differences had implications
for the nature and structure of the legislature. Aceording to the 1961 Consti¬
8

allowed

national plebiprivileges reserved

any

were

for the white electorate. Africans
considered

to

were

capable of making ratio-

In 1980, Zimbabweans

participated,
general
election. The Lancaster House Agreement provided for a eonstitution, which
stipulated that the Agreement had to be
for the first time in

formalized in

an

a

national

election for 120

bers of Parliament and

a

mem-

Senate of 30

members. For this to

voters’ roll

was

happen a Common
created in which the

majority blacks voted for 100 MPs while
minority whites voted for 20 white
MPs. For the majority black population

the

allowed to vote

sort in the sense that some

the “B”

not

were

scite. Elections

cans

However, the next general election,

tution, voters in the "A” roll participated

The present situation
that the government

is
of
Zimbabwe is very hostile
to the independent press.
This particular situation
was worse

this

in the 1980s.

valuable experience.
Despite all the years of colonial
domination and denials of their right to
vote, they were able to exercise that right
during the 1980 elections responsibly and
the results vindicated their maturity and
ability to exercise that right properly. At
was a

very

in

1985,

was

held under a cloud. There

had developed

problems within the coalition government, led by Prime Minister Robert Mugabe. Differences had
emerged between the two major nationalist parties, ZANU-PF and PF-ZAPU.
It has never been really understood
whether the differences
contrived.

For

reasons

were

real

or

best known to

the government

then, the ZAPU leadership was allegedly involved in a "plot"
to overthrow the government. It was
alleged that arms cashes had been discovered in properties owned by PFZAPU. Not only did these revelations
lead to the immediate dismissal of

ZAPU cabinet ministers,

including the
but to the
arrest of ZAPU Army generals, namely
party leader, Joshua Nkomo,
Lookout

Masuku

and

Dumiso

Dabengwa and many others in
Matebeleland. Immediately after that,
the government supposedly “discovered”

"dissident

a

Matebeleland.
emment

Not

declare

a

menace”

only did the

state

in

gov-

of emergency

in

Matebeland, but sent the North Korean
trained Fifth Brigade to wipe out the socalled dissidents in Matebeleland. The
result
and

was

the

now

well known atrocities

massacres

of

civilians

in

Matebeleland, in the early 198()s.
An

analysis of the 1985 elections

shows that violence and intimidation

reigned supreme throughout the country during the campaign period. It was
impossible under those circumstances to
have free elections.

elections

When the 1985

around, the

and monitors. At the end of those elec-

political atmosphere had been poisoned by the split
in the Patriotic Front and the heightened
Shona-Ndebele
polarisation.
Government propaganda portrayed not
only ZAPU, but also the Ndebele people
as intent on waging a dissident war
against the majority Shona. It appears
that the whole Shona political leadership was determined to gain political
advantage by evoking fictitious colonial
myths such as that, when the Ndebele
entered Zimbabwe in the early 183()s,
allegedly had brutalized the Shona
people. The present Shona leaders,
therefore, evoked those myths in order
to avenge the "atrocities” committed by

tions, Robert Mugabe’s ZANU-PF was

the Ndebele.

least, the eleetion results demonstrated

only a rational outcome, but that
Africans of Southern Rhodesia were

not

mature

enough to elect

emment

a

popular

gov-

of their choice.

The elections produced a national
majority government, which earned the
expected reeognition by the rest of the

world. The eleetions
and fair

were

declared free

by the international observers

victorious. No

had any

doubt that
particular elections had been conducted properly, and both the winners and
losers accepted the verdict with dignity.
the

one

came

It is in that

sense

that the 1985 elec-

tion is said to have been under

a heavy
and tribal hatred. The
was characterized by

cloud of suspicion

actual election
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voting on ethnic lines. It was no
surprise, therefore, that ZAPU won in
all constituencies in Bulawayo and

called “Imperialist pre.s.s”.

list is

vitriolic clearly

inaccurate.
voiced their

Matebeleland, and that ZANU-PF
swept all the seats in Mashonaland and

This anti-West
singled out and identified
the opposition parties as agents of the
“enemie.s” of Zimbabwe. Unfortunately,
there were no independent structures C'

Manicaland. This is to say that elections in Zimbabwe continue to be

situation.

dogged by the ghosts of tribalism despite the fact that at one point ZAPU
was
clearly a national-based party. The
phenomenon of tribalism still persists
to this day, and usually rears its head in
every national election, which unscrupulous and in.secure politicians on both
sides frequently use.
Next, the 1990 election

was

char-

acterized

by much socialist rhetoric.

This

strange because the election

was

coincided with the

collapse of the Socharged
not conducive to the

institutions, which could correct this
The ruling ZANU-PF party

controlled and

managed the decisionmaking structures and processes, as well
as the news media. The
present situation is that the government of Zimbabwe
is very hostile to the independent press.
This particular situation was worse in the
1980s. As a result, the opposition parties
did not receive any meaningful coverage
in the 1990 election. There
toral Commission, which

Elec-

not inde-

pendent at all, and this state of affairs has
remained until
The

viet Union. The advent of the

atmosphere

was an

was

now.

Independent Electoral Commis¬

hopelessly out of date and
Many commentators have
concern over

this issue be-

moaning in particular the retention

or

inclusion of names of persons who might
have died long ago. The concern is
whether or not this anomaly may or may
be used to rig the elections. Although
the public was encouraged to register in
not

preparation for the June elections, there
were fears that many names would be
found missing, and that many people
would not be able to vote because,

mysteriously, their

names

would be

found “missing” on polling day. These
fears and suspicions were based on the
fact that after completing the registration

exercise,

no receipts were issued as
“proof’ of registration.
The Independent Electoral Commis¬

was
conduct of democratic elections. At the
same

time, the ZANU-PF leadership

seemed to be bent
state.

on creating a
one-party
This was the time when the country

being projected as a Marxist-Lenini.st
The general election,
which was being held under these
conditions, did not live up to a truly
was

Socialist State.

democratic election, in the sense that all
structures of government that had

anything to do with the election
by the government.

were

controlled

Matebeleland
form of

was

.still under

.some

“state of

emergency”, and so
the election in the region’s two Provinces
could not be said to be free. Increasingly,
the ruling Party was developing a culture of intolerance towards opposition
parties, let alone any opposition to its
Programmes for a “one-party-state”.
The 1990 elections were preceded by
the 1987 Unity Accord between the two
main political parties (ZANU-PF and PFZAPU). The significance of the merger
a

that it confirmed and endorsed
Robert Mugabe’s long-standing objective
was

and desire to make Zimbabwe

a

“one-

party state”. Thus, the unity accord was
the culmination and consolidation of that

idea, further legitimi.sed in an election.
It also needs to be

Land became ZANU-PF’s
an

campaign tool: Here, party supporters hold

sion (lEC) had been appointed to supervise and manage the electoral process,

General

ran

the show

He controlled the

single handedly.
preparation and

compilation of the voter’s roll, the
registration process itself, as well as the

Violence

cal

unleashed

towards

opponents of the party.

There was
increasing control of the news media,
especially independent newspapers, such
as

the Financial Gazette. There

was

also

increasing intolerance and criticism of the
international media, especially of the so.SAPEM .JULY 2(MM»

sion is, therefore,

rally at

actual conduct of the election. The criti-

point here is that the person of the
Registrar-General is a loyal member of
ZANU-PF. Civil society accuses him of
"sing his position to bolster the chances
and opportunities of the ruling party.
For instance, a
the

persistent criticism of

registrar-General is that the voters’

only independent in

in operation.
A significant aspect of this year’s

name, not

including the delimitation of constituencies, as well as to oversee the election
itself, but as it turned out, the Registrar-

emphasized that
this pericxi saw the increasing intolerance
of the ruling party towards its opponents.
was

a

occupied farm

election

was

the

ruling party’s inability

articulate clear policies on such critical issues as the economy, the growing
to

poverty, corruption and Zimbabwe’s

military adventure in the DRC. ZANUsought to turn the land issue into its
main campaign tool, but without being
able to offer viable alternatives apart from
the rhetoric that it would expropriate land
from whites without compensation. This
was done at the
expense of many other
issues affecting the ordinary people such
as health, education and the
high cost of
living ■
PF

9

Namibia
stable, profitable
and in touch uiith the rest of the world.

Opinion

What

Election!

an

Ihbo Mandaza

than any po-

MDC

emerged, marked the divide be-

pundit would have ex
petted out of Zimbabwe’s June
24-25 general election. Even the prediction by some political analysts about
the “rural-urban divide” was by far an

tween

the

T

hi.s

was

much

more

litical

understatement; and likewise the refto the “contentious areas” of
“Matabeleland” and “Manicaland”.
erence

Yet these

are

cant features
sons

-

just two but most signifiand, therefore, also les-

to be drawn from the election

just ended.
It is

no use now

to

lament the

rejec-

tion of the draft Constitution which, had
it been accepted, might have thrown up
a more

fascinating political equation in

this election. There is

no

doubt that the

If the total of 51 971 votes (or

2,08 per-

of the valid votes) cast for the 89

“Independents” who contested the elecreliable indication, no “Independents” could have made it to the
new Parliament.
The “Independents”
were bound to fare badly in this election,
except that it was wrong to expect that
they would complicate the result in marginal areas. For, only in the case of the
tions is any

the liberation

veterans

war

themselves

underestimated the extent to which
had become alien to
a

they

urban

population,
growing number of which even hated
an

“liberation”,

or ever

understood,

appreciated, the agenda and

sacrifices attendant to the national liberation

struggle. ZANU (PF) itself for-

got that it had not “liberated” the urban
areas in the first instance, confined as the
war of liberation was largely to the rural
areas.

Of course, the urban areas

-

includ-

ing the working and middle classes

-

are

largely the main beneficiaries of the
"fruits” of independence. No wonder the
urban lu'eas
and the petit bourgeoisie
and the ZCTU
warmed up so well to
ZANU (PF) during the first decade of
post-independence. Even Morgan
Tsvangirai, the MDC leader and ZCTU
former seceretary general, was a politi-

-

cal commissar of ZANU (PF) while a
trade union steward at Trojan Nickel

Mine.

And, quite

middle classes

characteristically, the
were as opportunistic as

Mhondoro seat, in Mashonaland West

their class has

province, where Mavis Chidzonga lost
stronghold did “Independenf ’ Shakespeare Maya split the vote

ZANU (PF) as
rich and make it here and there in the

her “traditional”
to some extent.

Otherwise, this is an elec-

tion that sealed the

political fate of such
historic “Independents” as Margaret
Dongo, the first symbol, in the last election, of the spirit of opposition that triumphed so poignantly in this election.
Also, the miscalculations of the rul-

ing party enhanced its losses in the urareas.
ZANU (PF) forgot that the
historic “stay away” of December 9,1997,
organised by the Zimbabwe Congress of

ban

Trade Unions (ZCTU) out
SAPEM .lUEY 2(M)0

of which the

suddenly discovered the word “deniocracy”. But ZANU (PF) itself might have
fared better in the urban areas had they
classes.

was a

a

leadership, therefore,

traditional and liberal whites who have

tried to

let alone

cent

The MDC

should know that their middle class bedfellows cannot be trusted, less still those

decision

in 1997. It

veterans

would have facilitated a more peaceful
election campaign and, perhaps, a less

dependents” would have benefited from
the “proportional representation factor”.

and the urban

major turning point on the
economic front, particularly given the inevitable exarcebation of the already deteriorating macro-economic framework
that the pension of more than US$400
million would have. But, clearly, even

war

that marked

the word

Of course, it is doubtful that the “In-

veterans

population. Indeed, the opposition leader,
Morgan Tsvangirai, rose to greater political prominence by daring to challenge
the decision, by the Mugabe government,
to award those pension emoluments to the

acceptance of the draft Constitution

antagonistic outcome than there is now.
And the application of the “proportional
representation vote” factor, with respect
to both the National Assembly and the
Senate, would have brought better fortunes for all the parties to the election.

war

the opportunistic middle
They ignored the latter almost
entirely, fielding either ex-combatants
who, as already explained, have no rapport with the urban population, or candiwoo

dates who drew

scorn

because of their

level of middle-class trappings.

poor

Therefore, the loss of the urban vote was
more than was predicted: virtually, not a
single seat for ZANU (PF) in any urban
constituency, except such marginally won
ones as Marondera East, Gwanda South,

Chegutu and Chinhoyi.
However, it is the re-emergence of the
ethnic factor that should concern Zim¬
babwe out of this election, particularly
us who have sustained a his-

for those of

toric and nostalgic bond with the national
liberation movement, ZANU and ZAPU
of the Patriotic Front, and continue to
adhere to the belief that the hard earned

unity of 1987 might be the only basis
through which to pre-empt ethnic and
internecine conflict, and thereby undertake

genuine nation-building in the
twenty-first century. We are almost back
where the worst started in the breach between ZANU

(PF) and ZAPU (PF) in the
early 1980’s, unless and until these parties of liberation indulge in quick soulsearching and a requisite political strategy-

Yes, the murniurings of protest out of
“Matabeleland” could be heard

over

the

always been: they sang
long as they could wax

last years in particular; they grew into a
loud howl as evidenced in the loss of all

emerging political and economic dispen-

but two of the 23 seats in those three provinces, two for which the political leader-

sation of the 1980's.
of

But

as

the “fruits”

independence became depleted in the

face of

a narrow

and

ever

constricted

colonial-type economy, the middle classes
became as conspiratorial as ever, wolves
in sheep’s clothing, ready to jump at new
opportunities if these should present
themselves. And so they stood on the
sidelines as Morgan Tsvangirai and his
ZCTU braved the stonily ZANU (PF) onslaught - until this moment of perceived
and expected MDC victory!

ship has stupidly chosen to retain the
and tribal appellation of

colonial

“Matabeleland”.

Likewise, in so-called

“Manicaland”, until now the stronghold
of ZANU (PF) and the viable if not in-

dispensable
war

resource base of a guerrilla
that intensified mainly from the

“East” inwards, ZANU (PF)
than half of the 14 seats.

lost

more

These are only some of the national
lessons to be learnt from this historic electioni
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Interview

Is Africa poised for an
economic revolution?
On June 21-23 the Geneva-based World Economic Forum

(WEE) and SADC held
Economic Summit in Durban, South Africa, with
the launch of the second Africa Competitiveness Report, which seeks to evaluate
the level of competitiveness of a selected group of African economies. On the
sidelines of the summit, SAPEM’s Fernando Goncalves spoke to Frederic Sicre,
director and member of the executive board of the WEE. Excerpts:
their W' annual Southern Africa

GONCALVES: What

are

the

objectives of the WEF?

debt cancellation there is
as

SICRE: The WEF is about

bringing together the best minds

from business, politics, academia and civil society, in a ereative partnership that tries to find answers to the key questions on the business and political agenda of Southern Africa. And

we

Critics say
and

do this worldwide.

that the WEF is all about global power
profits. Is that the correct

corporate

caracterisation?

is

way Africa can recover
rapidly as you anticipate, unless the debt burden
dealt with resolutely. Where does the WEF stand?
no

The debt issue

came out very forcefully. Here at the summit
platform which gave the whole issue of debt
reduction even more yyeight, whereby South Africa’s finance
minister Trevor Manuel called for the business community to
get involved so that multilateral agencies would cancel the
debt, and I think it just created more momentum behind that
issue and that in Japan, at the forthcoming G-8 meeting, this
will be at the table even more forcefully.

again

was

a

If you

look at my opening remarks at the beginning of the
summit, I raised a number of initiatives, including what we

doing for peace in Angola, for the environment, how we
are bringing in and sponsoring professors and civil society
leaders to come to these meetings. So I can not buy that. Our
mission is committed to improving the status of the world,
are

a

moment when Africa is

facing

enormous

prob-

optimistic about the future of the continent?
the result of this summit; we are all

optimisright environment this continent is going to
grow extremely rapidly.
was

you

think needs to be done?

prepared to help, and that is why we have been running these regional summits. First of all, 150 media leaders

lems, including endless conflicts, do you still remain

I think that

complain that after all what they

have done to open up and liberalise their economies,
levels of investment are still very low. What more do

We

and I think that has to be remembered.
At

African countries

tic that with the

The issue of debt remains unresolved and while the

developed world continues to be ambiguous about

are

and editors

So

were

here

to

make this whole process transpar-

trying to pull out the good news coming out of
Africa. Looking at the real news; some are bad news but we
are also looking at the good news to try and project that
worldwide. And in Davos, at our annual meeting, we also
give a very centre stage to African leaders. So I think it is an
issue of communication; it is an issue of getting Africa on the
agenda of international investors, and you gonna do that in a
number of ways, and one of them is communicating more
clearly.
ent.

we are
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News Briefs
Guinea

Bashir Invites

Five die in post-election
violence

tral town of Mamou, and one each in

Fria, in the north, and Boke in the northwho

in protests by opposition militants
saw the delay as linked to an at-

tempt by the government to rig the resuits. However, the Secretary-General
of the

Ministry of Territorial Adminis-

tration denied this and said the deadline for the results
the

Security and
began talks to
the ground for a meeting

week after

was one

Defence Commission

prepare
between defence and home affairs min-

Opposition For

Reconciliation Conference

Conacry: Five persons died in Guinea
during demonstrations against delays in
the proclamation of the results of local
government elections held on 25 June,
recent reports said citing an official
.source. Three people died in the cen-

west

the two countries. The joint

Sudan

poll.

isters. The

dialogue follows Zambia’s
May that Angolan troops
repeatedly crossed the border and

Khartoum: President Omar el Bashir

accusations in

invited all

had

for

opposition groups in Sudan
meeting with his government in

a

Khartoum within

one

month, to prepare

for a reconciliation conference

proposed

terrorised local communities in

paign aimed at flushing out UNITA
rebels from eastern Angola.

by Libya and Egypt. “We reaffirm our
commitment to the joint Libyan- Egyptian initiative for the convening of a
comprehensive national reconciliation
conference,” Bashir said in
dress
power.

a state

opting for the conference to bring about
a political settlement and an end to the
fighting in the country. The SPLA is
fighting for a secular Sudan, while the
political parties are fighting for a return
to

Gabon
Non-guilty Verdict In Peace
Corps Murder Sparks Protest

ad-

marking his eleventh year in
Sudan’s northern neighbours are

democratic rule.

Burundi

a cam-

Libreville; The US

embassy in Gabon
protested recently over the handing
down of a non-guilty verdict by a
Libreville court freeing four Gabonese
charged with the murder of a Peace
Corps Volunteer, Kareb Phillips.
Phillips (37), a schoolteacher at Oyem
High School in northern Gabon, was assassinated in December 1998. But the

Rebel leader says peace

deal “a

Uganda

long way off”

Bujumbura: The leader of the rebel
Conseil Nationale pour la Defense de
la Democratie-Forces pour la defense
de la democratie (CNDD-FDD),JeanBosco

that

Ndayikengurukiye, recently said
agreement was still “a long way
in the Arusha peace talks on

an

off”

Burundi. “1 don’t believe Mandela
ask

can

sign any peace deal... It would
be very dangerous to sign a peace agreement which would be very volatile and
fragile - it would be a terrible risk,” he
us

to

said in

a

recent

from

the

Organisation of African Unity (OAU)
left the Comoro Islands after having
failed to convince the military leaders
in the capital, Moroni, to hand power
back to a civilian government or bring
an end to the separatist crisis on the
island of Anjouan. Special OAU envoy,
Francisco

Caetano

Madeira,

of

Mozambique, said the five-member
OAU team had “carried out good work
on the issue of seeking a solution to the
institutional crisis”. According to media
reports from Moroni, the mediators
spoke to military forces, separatists and
opposition leaders.
SAPEM JULY 2(MM)

Uganda’s Museveni now prepared
to accept multiparty system

Kampala: Five days after voters opted
to stick with his “no-party” system in a
referendum marked by low turnout and
an opposition boycott. President Yoweri
Museveni made the surprise
announcement that he was willing to consider a return to multiparty
politics.
“I have no problem with political parties
if they are not on the
wrong

handed down

a non-guilty verdict
freeing Jimmy Ondo,

24 June

Ntoutoume Nzue and Mintsa Mi

Mbeng, who

were charged with the
murder. It sited “lack of sufficient evidence.” However, in a statement published in the Gabonese daily, L’Union,
the US

embassy urged the Gabonese

government to “strongly search the
culprits of this deplorable crime” and to
stick to their commitment to guarantee
the

security of all foreigners living in
including Peace Corps

their country,
Volunteers.

basis,” he told a news conference. “Let’s

the cost of the June 29 referendum,
afterward expressed concern that the

OAU mediators leave
Mediators

on

such a way that
change society in
if parties are brought in, they are no
Western donor
longer a danger.”
nations, who paid $4.5 million toward

interview.

Comoros
Moroni:

court

outcome

of the vote favoring

Mu.seveni’s

National Resistance Movement would

result in the permanent

establishment of
a one-party system in the East African
nation.

Zambia

Kenya
We will

never

allow land seizures

-

Moi

Nairobi: Kenyan President Daniel Arap
Moi said in a recent statement his coun-

try would never allow the kind of land
seizures

.seen

of late in Zimbabwe

even

after he leaves power.

“I want to assure
you although I will retire or leave leadership that Kenya will remain just the
same,” he told the annual business
forum in Crans-Montana. He said that

Zambia

-

Angola Security

officials meet
Lusaka: Zambian and

Angolan security officials met recently in Lusaka to
discuss the situation along their common

border ahead of a ministerial meet-

ing aimed at reducing tensions between

Kenya had maintained a consistent
policy since independence in 1963.
“That policy has remained all along that
sanctity of property is within the
constitution.Your land is your land
whether you are white or black. Nobody
is going to take it over,” he said in
response to a question.
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Democracy and Human Rights in Africa
Patricia McFadden

A

frica has entered

a

critical

narrativ.es of community and
collectivising traditions; and, the
growing demand for a recognition of

process of transformation
which may be called becoming

post-colonial which entails the assumption of the status of citizens in a
continent whose problems are directly
linked to the absence of dignity and
rights for the majority of its people.
The struggle by Africans of all ages,

the African
son

who

a

can

and will exercise

choices;

and

making the linkages between
claims of authenticity (related to gender/spatial location/and appearance)
and ‘Othering’ on the one hand and

-

classes, ethnic identities and social locations reflect attempts to

as an individual and a perwho must have entitlements and

leave behind

the reification of exclusion which per-

past which has dominated and stifled

petuates or facilitates undemocratic

Africans in

myriad of

Regardless of what interests and agendas people
bring to this moment of transition, people
in Africa are on their way to a new African landscape, and most significantly,
African

a

women

ways.

have been at the helm of

this initiative.

However, Africans have

come to

be

whom

they are and to do what they do in
their relationships with Africa; as a geopolitical space; as a rich and ever changing landscape of peoples and social systerns; a fervently and fiercely guarded site
of identity and authentication; a narration of pain and bristling pride; of dignity; of sounds that have resonated across
time in the fingers, limbs and voices of
women and men, celebrating life through
dance, art, dress, rhythm and words; as
the continent of the future

-

where life

always to have been about the
challenges and the joys of living. Finally,
Africans becoming whom and what they
have largely constructed themselves to
be over the past half century.
Although certain historical imperatives still dominate Africa’s landscape
seems

and the direction of

our

economic sys-

large extent, politically and
otherwise, Africans have begun to craft
a new African identity which is not only
struggling with the realities of the past,
but is also envisioning an Africa which
terns to

a

Africans themselves will

From

an

own.

activist and academic

relationships and practices that
tinue to undermine and

or

conviolate the

human rights of African persons
the continent and elsewhere.

-

on

The discourse about

democracy and hurights is an exciting opportunity to
interrogate old paradigms and political
stances regarding these notions - whether
one is
positioned within the civil society
(with all its possibilities to craft
commonalties and proclaim differences)
or, whether one approaches this engageman

ment

from

a

‘nationalist’ stance, driven

by often unacknowledged yet well known
feelings of loyalty and bondage. A very
dear friend who has devoted most of his

writing life to searching for an understanding of nationalism recently declared
to

that nationalism is

an

emotion;

a

pounding, irresistible sensation one feels
in one’s gut - that stays with one for what
seems to be an eternity.
Regardless of how people come to the
engagement of wrenching Africa from a
past that is marked by pain, anger, rupand resistance, certain critical issues
demand attention and respect. How do
ture

physical entities become persons - individuals with integrity and autonomy, especially in relation to space (how and
when it is constructed and occupied) and
rights (as civic phenomena which come
out of the collective energies and
struggles of people as a community).
How do those persons become

stands, it would be important to approach

individuals and thereafter transit into the

the discussion on Democracy

status

and Human
Rights as an opportunity to interrogate
and unveil the relationship between:
the

identity of being African and the
notions of integrity and autonomy;
the historical discourses which
struct

14

con-

democracy and rights within

that

of citizens, with a consciousness
translates

meanings and aspirations Africans bring
the notions of democracy and human
rights, without engaging the becoming
of citizens for all Africans across the
multiple sites of identity that shape
Africans in their respective lived
to

through an active
engagement with structural, political and
esoteric expressions of power into a
different, more inclusive society.
There is not yet ground to adequately
respond to all the possibilities of this discursive opportunity to interrogate the

realities.
It is important to reflect, very

briefly,

upon the above mentioned three aspects
of the debate, even as we ‘chew and ru-

minate’ on many of the assertions to be
proffered, in part because the discourse
has remained largely hegemonized by the
more traditional notions of
democracy,
human rights and person-hood, which is
embedded in

a

Euro-centric, masculinist

epistemology of positivistic thought; and
partly due to the upheaval which African
feminist intervention has stimulated
within the

academy of African scholarship and at the wider societal levels (state
and civil society).
of this

new

exciting feminist critique of

aca-

Interventions
and

come

out

demic and civic reluctance in some cases;
resistance in many instances; and

increasing outright expressions of

a
‘backlash’ which manifest itself in the

often

inexplicable increases in violations
public and private spheres of

in the

African existence.

First, it must be asserted that in
der to have

or-

active

citizenship; a body
of agents who engage with power and
issues relating to power - one must first
become

a

an

citizen. Most Africans how-

ever, are not
manner

selves

yet citizens, either in the

in which

they perceive of them-

(at the level of the individual with

identity and an agency to interact with
her/his environment and socio-political
an

reality)

or

in terms of inter-personal

re-
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lationships and how they relate to each

they most openly reside, and, through

ticators of African

other via the most critical

their extension to all those who occupy
social spaces (regardless of what ever

a

sources

of iden-

tity in their societies (gender, race, class,
ethnicity, age, spatial location and other
statuses).
Nor

Africans citizen, in terms of

are

their

relationships with societal struclike the state, civil society structures, and other key institutions which
mediate between persons and critical
resources in political, economic, cultural
and religious terms.
However, becoming a citizen is not
only dependent upon one’s own conception and an embracing of the notion (and
thereby accessing the rights and retures

differences

-

have assumed

ness

‘common-sense’ character in

our

Ian-

guage, interactions and presumptions
about each other, especially across the

our

fragment and separate us in
specificities as gendered, classed,
raced, and ethnicised beings) that rights
become inalienable. They become the
‘natural’ outcomes of democracy in it’s
conceptual and practical senses. They

gender divide. It is the making common
what in actuality were patriarchal privileging mechanisms which poses a critical test to us as modernising Africans.
Commodifying rituals and practices

become basic to the existence of all hu-

which

man

beings.

centuries became ‘cultural’

over

practices, and which therefore have not

However, because these notions have

entered the market and

or come

under

civic

persons can
their daily

deeply embedded in exclusionary
paradigms, women in particulca have
been excluded from this process of
becoming ‘righted’ and therefore, of
entering the transformative experience
of knowing and exercising ones rights,
of being citizens, the process of
democratisation and ‘righting’ in
African societies has remained severely
truncated and deeply contested.
Largely due to patriarchal construetions of women’s labour as being without value or equivalence to that of men;
women’s bodies being the private properties of men (as wives, daughters, sisters, nieces, etc); women’s knowledge
being mere gossip or ‘subjectivities’

members

which cannot be included in the knowl-

open to the diverse interpretations of
those who contest and jostle for its defi-

sources or

entitlements associated with

the notion,

especially its feature of inalienability), but becoming and being
citizen is also most critically linked to
the process of interfacing the human
initiative to be someone who has rights
and whose agency is driven by the ownership and exercise of such rights, on the
one

hand, with the invention and

realisation of
-

procedures and

mechanisms which

reach them and use them in
existence as individuals,
of collectivises and particular

historical constituencies
their

processes
real because

are

creativity and

to express

-

energy as

social

entities.

been

edge stock of male-referencing societies;
and through legal systems which
continue to define

It is in the interface between what
often described

‘human rights’

are

prodnets of social and political struggle; civic
phenomena that arise out of the political
as

-

realities and the visions of entire
munities of persons

com-

and the civic
have crafted through
-

women

in relation to

sexist, supremacists notions of inferiority and subordination - each of these
mobilising culture as a weapon and a
which excludes

resource

women

from the

critical sites of social

creativity
whilst privileging and pampering males
most

the ‘knowers’ of

societies

spaces which we
our interactions with other human

as

beings; relationships which

express
themselves in material and aesthetic

into the most critical sites of contestation

structures, formulae and systems, what
we call institutions and organisations -

exception.

the

pathways along which

life, which

are

we

encoded with

traffic in

our

values,

prejudices,
assumptions
and
expectations - that the new and critical
meanings and energies for a different
kind of social reality lies.
Human societies have created their

lasting and most socially relevant
‘spaces of belonging and
identity’ through the mobilisation of human agency and knowledge.
We have
most

institutions and

defined such moments
because

as

‘democratic’

they

express and
innermost desires for peace,

speak to the
fairness (justice) liberty and a consolidation of what
makes

us

social.

It is

through the extension of these
the civic spaces where rights
and entitlements have emerged and where
commons

-
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women

still have to

our

-

struggle to break

in all African societies, without

Therefore, a key question that we
need to engage is how to initiate a process which enables us to reflect on our

relationships as Africans (via the highly
contested issues of authenticity and authentication) which

seem to

be

so

inti-

mately linked to the exclusion and
Othering of Africans who are female,
young and located in what we call the
‘rural’ spaces of the continent.
When we consider the position of
Africans
instances

or

public scrutiny, have become

barriers to the realisation of full citizens

by the majority of Africans.
The reification of ‘Otherness’ and it’s
often uncritical acceptance by those who
are excluded from modem contestations

and discourse about the

meanings and

the exercise of democracy,
and entitlement
resources,

-

human rights

whether to land, natural

social and cultural heritages

and political engagement - presents a key

challenge to activists and scholars.
The implicit assumption that (while
the discourse on democracy, governance
and human rights has become
universalised and thus

and

more

accessible

collectively owned, making it more

nition and

direction), each constituency
beings (distinguished by gender, class, race, geo-political location,
age, ethnic identity etc) will have to resolve the myths and culturalized distor-

of human

tions of these critical human resources
in the context of their specific realities
in

order

to

universalised

enter

and

notion of

access

a

rights, has
ofAfrican

become the urgent imperative
activism and scholarship.

We can struggle for democracy and
rights at the global level - because we
live in a globalising/globalised world.
But the most critical struggles lie in the
reality of Africa as a continent largely
unprepared for the 2P' century because
the majority of its people have not become persons with a recognised and
respected integrity which is expressed
through the guaranteed right to be full

citizens and

owners

of the continent in

which is determined in many

local, regional and continental terms.
That is the challenge of the 21*' century
a century which will have to be the

by socialisation, cultural prac-

turning point in the shaping, mapping

-

-

tices, conventions and social status laws

and realisation of Africa

which have become

and

legalised as custom
so-called customary laws which are now
becoming enshrined in the constitutions
of most African countries as expressions
of our difference from the European other
in particular), we see that these authen-

as a

democratic

right-full space»

NB: This is

a

siightly edited version of a pa-

per presented as part of the African Reaiities internet forum in Feb/March, 2000
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The “Name of the Game
The

Sculpture of Dominic Benhura
Celia Winter

T

here are some young sculptors working in stone
in Zimbabwe who have become internationally

recognised. These sculptors are not dependant
upon their tradition, or upon those who have gone before
them to pave the way. They are recognised for moving on
in their work, for the restless
marks the work of the late

sense

of adventure that hall-

Joseph Beuys,who mixed rabbits

with hats to make hats out of rabbits and rabbits out of hats,
of Britain’s Tony Cragg, who recognised new scope for ev-

ery day materials, and new ways of treating traditional materials. Dominic Benhura is a Zimbabwean sculpture who has
thrown caution to the winds, broken from the doctrines that
stone has imposed upon many of his peers and earlier

colleagues, and gone back to the drawing board in
sculptors outside of Zimba-

a way

that

bwe

see as

Irving

as

adventurous

as

its international counterparts.

dug its heels in or rested on its
painters who moved sculpture forward,
Picasso, Dali, Duchamp, who saw sculptures in objects
ranging from guitars to urinals. Today it is sculptors who
pick up objects and turn them into art. If Benhura raids the
tool kit to discover nails and wire, in Britain Richard Long
and Hamish Fulton raided the landscape to make long journeys
through time, place and space. In Germany Beuys raided the
wardrobe to discover top hats and mens jackets, in Britain
again Sir Anthony Caro raided the scrap metal yard, dusted
down the offcuts and made consummately elegant metal
sculptures.
Dominic Benhura is an intelligent sculptor in that he does
not repeat in a different way
Sculpture has

laurels.lt

never

was once

what he has done before, but
moves in the direction of the

the foundation for

their work, Benhura’s sketches,

international art world; a world
of galleries showing sclpture

lightening predictions of sculptures to come.

And there is not

other than Zimbabwean

only stone, but metal, wire, nails,
textures

of bold and intricate de-

sign and stone inlaid with other
stones to create a

mosaic.

recent

Cassell Documenta

where

To Benhura, stone is not the
“be all and end all of sculpture”.
And if he does not go as

painting became the art
of the railway station, and the
face of empty buildings in va-

far as

lots. There is little doubt

Beuys and

cant

to

that in years to come

use felt and rabbits
make his statement, or like

style will

Tony Cragg ,line up bottles in a
gallery to set the teeth on edge,
he uses stone in a way few sculp-

own,

in Zimbabwe would

other

tors

Benhura

con-

and thinks of

breaks it in two, puts

a

hundred

new

ways to use

re-

sponsibility of not only establishing his own new direction

the way that

sculptors have become fossickers
car yards, the insides of
pianos and garbage bins,
dismantlers of engines and
masters ofspare parts. If he does Dominic Benhura
not hunt around in this way, he

within his tradition, but a new
trend which others can follow

and explore in their own, singular and highly individual
ways.

it,

it together again with pieces of wire, or
impales it with nails. And he does new things with tools,
takes a chisel and creates a texture of design worthy of a
textile and, with a hammer plunges nails into a stone to make
sculpture something mad bad and dangerous to know. In USA
and Netherlands he sees the work of other sculptors and
realises the unlimited possibilities for his art. But in being
loyal to his stones he is loyal to his tradition, and his measure
of respect for it is to move it forward, to make stone sculpture
16

sculptors in Zimbabwe.

Benhura has shouldered the

travelled

has
seen

in used

stone

Benhura's
longer remain his

But this does not matter.

abroad,and has

a

no

but become a way
forward which is followed by

sider possible.

takes

.sculp-

of bright pavilions at
Biennales, and Art Fairs like a

ture,

His

often of children, lithesome creatures
with restless energy and a kind of perpetual motion. They
run, leap, jump, play hoopla and leapfrog, and when they are
older they will run races, ride horses .play soccer and dance.
These sculptures are a paradgym for his own four children, at
the age when children cannot stand still, and the backyard
and all it contains is their oyster. Stone is an essentially static
sculptures

are

material, but somehow Benhura creates a sense of movement.
In these sculptures stone seems to unwrap like a ribbon, coil
like a snake, and unwind like a skein of wool. Benhura is
SAPEM JULY 2()(K)
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much at home with nature, his stones are alive with the trees,

fashionable to have

plants,

to

and singing birds. His is an exotic garden,
with paw paw trees, euphrobias and calabashes,each wrought
from springstones with the changing colours of nature greens,
browns and yellows which match the sun.
If Benhura delights in the innocence of children and the
beauties of nature, he moves away from the “God’s in his
Heaven. All’s right with the World “approach in two sculptures commended locally and on the international scene.
grasses

One is “HIV Friend”. Here two

men

form their arms into

chair to carry their friend, whose legs cannot support him,
whose body is too weak to move on its own, whose hands
a

a gallery for sculpture.
Sculpture is seen
bridge the gap between modernism and post modernism.
In its post modem manifestations it is a way of thinking
expressed in art, a stand point, a view point, a point for
discussion, conjecture and controversy. A painting is important
for what it looks like, a sculpture, important for what it
means,and the post modern example can tax the eye and rest
uneasy on the mind.
And sculpture is beginning to have “names” again, in
Britain, Cragg, Richard Deacon, Anish Kapoor, Richard
Long, Hamish Fulton, Nicholas Pope, sculptors who work

with their minds

as

much

as

their hands. In America there is

strong enough to lift a cup to drink from. This sculpture
brings out in the open Benhura’s compassion for the Aids

Stelare, impaling his own flesh with hooks and hanging it
from the ceiling of galleries. But names to rival these names

victim and is

come

who

names, a name

are

not

a message for the families and friends of those
positive. In “Teenage Pregnancy” a young girl
looking with amazement at her growing stomach, unable to
comprehend the consequence of her own feelings and desires
the effect on her family, her peers and her own future. She
yearns for the man who made her this way, but he is no where
are

HIV

-

to

be

found,

no

where to be

seen.

Benhura does not

use

the

sharp, edgy stones which make up his insects, and angry
plant life but rounded and smooth stones, well suited to the
swelling stomach of the young girl, creating panic and fear in

from Zimbabwe. Dominic Benhura is

and USA. From Atlanta

Zimbabwe

right time for
galleries for the sculptors. In
Europe and America no artist

being represented by a gallery. In America the first thing a
sculptor will say to me is “I work
with such and such a gallery” and
ask me which galleries of gallery
I work with. It is the gallery which
give entrée to clients, to promo-

has

in the
gallery will say
“yes” to this piece and “no” to
that piece and then you will know
what is good and what is bad. The
“work the

world, will help

will tell you that a gallery space is not a backyard in
Chitungwiza where you cram
forty five sculptures and be surprised when you only sell two. A
gallery will platform your work,

the

“playground”, an exhibition
of their own, a priviledged
position in the park..
A former Resident artist at

me

mama”

sculptors, it is your credential, and your
legitimacy.”
In galleries today, what stands on the floor is often more
important than what is seen on the walls. From the “old
masters” of sculpture, Epstein, Paolozzi and Moore, to those
who bring sculpture under the wing of the post modern,
sculpture is shown, and what is more sculpture sells.Once it
was fashionable to have a
gallery for painting. Now it is
SAPEM JULY 20(K)

studied

space

business card for your

customers and other

the

own

will establish to the world that

good sculptor without “Swing
having to say so. A gallery is

of

Benhura’s children have their

you get on,

you are a

none

,

The

you

Benhura’s.

sculpture
parks in the world, the bush is
tangled ,the undergrowth grows
at will, the rocks age gracefully
and the grass fades from green
in summer. Yet the scene is sylvan
and peaceful.Here resident
sculptors and invited artists work
at their own pace, rather than
being driven by market forces to
“finish” a .sculpture before it is
complete. At Chapungu
Sculpture Park, Dominic

showcase and what to keep

art

as

formalities of other

tion, to the press, to the critics.
The gallery will know what to

room” of the

well

hyperactive children in stone have
the freedom to play in Chapungu
Sculpture Park, a well turned out
expanse of grass and bushland in
Msasa.near Harare.Chapungu

not

gallery will help

as

In Zimbabwe Benhura’s

worth their salt would dream of

you

Georgia, in the Kubatana of Jason

a

“It is the

room.

of these

showcase for individual pieces of African sculpture,
whether they are masks, Benin bronzes or stone sculptures
from Zimbabwe, to Chapungu Australia, a white walled,
upper crust gallery for the best of the stone sculpture in
Melbourne, Benhura’s work is known. A But as yet there is
no gravy train of international galleries for sculptors to climb
on to,, and not all sculptors’ names are known outside of
Wertz,

her mind.

store

one

that is respected in Australia,The Netherlands

Chapungu Benhura now runs
“Dominic’s Studio” opening its
doors to other sculptors so that
they can both work and sell their
sculptures. Here sculptors bite
the dust of a backyard and go hammer and tongs at their stones.
Benhura believes that a successful sculptor owes it him or
herself assist other sculptors. Here piles of stones soon
become sculptures, and Benhura advocates the idea of studios
such as his rather than art schools to develop sculptor’s skills
and abilities.
“There is not all this

theory behind

our

work to make

Continued

on

pg.

us
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You have to dose your eyes

not to see us.

Revolutionary
A

revolutionary concept of display scroll

new

into play. Moving Ads
Zimbabwe has introduced a new concept of mobile

advertising has

come

advertising that brings a new dimension in outdoor
advertising.
Eye catching
Moving Ads advertising trucks are equipped with
three

big

screens on

which adverts are shown in

unremitting way.
I
i
r

The eye

catching movement of the adverts forces

both the

pedestrians and motorist to look at the

adverts

on

the trucks. It is true to say "You have

to^

dose your eyes not to see us!"
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n

1

most of Sub Saharan

Africa,

many attempts have been made
towards regional cooperation

and

Fernando Goncalves

integration over the past 30
The appeal to some form of
regional cooperation and integration
is almost intuitive. Economically,
countries in this region are very
small, and common sense dictates
years.

Poverty reduction and Growth

27

Initiative

that in such

a

context the best strat-

is to integrate their markets.
Despite its peculiar political history,
particularly over the last three decades,
Southern Africa has a long tradition of
economic cooperation and integration,
dating back to the colonial era, for example with the formations of the Southegy

Chinyamata Chipeta

Human

Development in SADC
Joyce Malaba

29

which

Currency Checklist

31

American Free Trade Area (NAFTA)

(SACU),

Latin America and the Middle East old

Namibia, South Africa and Swaziland,

arrangements are being revived and new

and the then Federation of Rhodesia and

ones

created.

Besides the traditional

Nyasaland, which included today’s

rationale for

integration, this shows

Malawi, Zambia and Zimbabwe.

clearly that in the contemporary world
regional integration is one of the main
characteristics of the globalization
process. In this context. Southern Africa

The process

32

European integration spread with the
inclusion of Greece, Norway, Portugal
and Spain. The Eastern enlargement is
underway with the Czech Republic,
Hungary and Poland only fulfilling the
last entry requirements. The North

brings together Botswana,

of regional cooperation
integration in Southern Africa
gained new dimensions in the early
1980s, when a new political atmosphere
emerged with the independence of the
majority of the countries in the region.
and

Market Growth Index

nomic blocks. In the last two decades,

grouping Canada, Mexico and the
United States has been agreed a decade
ago. Likewise, throughout Africa, Asia,

African Customs Union

em

proved welfare for the people of the
region.
Among other reasons, the controversies surrounding multilateral trade negotiations, deepening of the European
Union as an economic and political
block justify the revival of regional eco-

SADC and PTA/COMESA

were

then

has

South Africa

Key Business

Contacts
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33

coordinating closer economic,
social and cultural cooperation and integration. The aim was to achieve faster
growth, sustainable development, political stability, greater security and im-

second choice to

regional

economy.

formed with the mandate of promoting
and

no

integration if the region is to
meaningfully participate in the global
SADC is
rest

intrinsically linked to the

of Africa and is committed to the

process of establishment of an African
Economic Community (AEC) as envis-

aged in the Lagos Plan of Action and
Abuja Treaty of 1991. Regional

the

19

The Economist
economic arrangements can

be used as
building blocks for the continental community.
Economy:

Selected Statistics

To understand the critical issues and
main

challenges facing SADC at the
beginning of the 2P' Century it is necessary to highlighting some basic statistics and facts.

em

1998, Southern Africa’s total
population was estimated to be over 190
million, with a combined GDP of
US$176 billion. With the population
an annual rate of 3.5 perit is proj ;cted that by the year 2015

growing at
total

populatmn will be approximately
people.

300 million

In the last half of the

1990s, real

GDP

growth averaged 3 percent annually. The highest GDP growth rate was
attained in 1996 at 4.1 percent but it then
declined to2.2 percent in 1997, and to
1.7 percent in 1998.
According to the African Development Bank, per capita income in SADC
fell by 0.4 percent and 1.3 percent in
1997 and 1998 respectively. Average
GNP per Capita for the SADC region
amounted to US$988 in 1997, but only
to

US$334 if South Africa is excluded.

In fact,-real per capita income today is
lower than it was in 1970 for most coun-

tries in the

Africa committed their countries to

The first critical issue SADC needs to
address is its ability in its present struc-

in which the formulation of
common policies, the
development of
rules and regulations and the application of such policies to the functioning
of an integrated region are vested in
regional collective decision making systerns. This implies that each member
recognises the need to take the regional
process

dimension into account when formulat-

In

cent,

SADC’s critical issues

forward with regional integration, the leaders of Southa

The Southern African

In agreeing to move

region.

Two main factors accounted for the

sluggish performance of the SADC

ing national policies. Member states
therefore, prepared to accept compromises and trade-offs. This has been
amply demonstrated during the negotiations on the rules of origin and market
access in the framework of the
recently
concluded trade protocol, whereby the
principle of Asymmetry was agreed.
The integration process in Southern
Africa is built on the twin pillars of real
political commitment by governments
and the effective participation of all
stakeholders in formulating as well as
executing
regional integration
programmes. The involvement of the
business community, civil society, professional organizations, non-governmental organizations, educational instiare,

tutions and cultural bodies is fundamental to the

integration process in SADC.
conformity with the principles on
which integration in SADC is built, the
region adopted a decentralized approach
in the implementation of regional pollcies, projects and programmes. Each
In

economies. First is the reduction in both

member state co-ordinates at least

Foreign Direct Investment (EDI) and in
official development assistance. The
second negative factor is the low level
of domestic savings which cannot support the investment expenditure needed
to give fresh impetus to growth.
SADC exports are only 0.9 percent
of world exports, compared to 10.3 per-

sector.

cent

in East and South East Asia, and

5.3 percent

in Latin America. Intra-regional exports in SADC are around 25
percent of total trade, compared to more
than 40 percent in either Asean or
Mercosur.
The fundamental

Some of the fundamental

principles
underpinning the integration process in
SADC include the sovereign equality of
all member states, solidarity, peace and
security, human rights, democracy, and
the rule of law, equity, balance and
mutual benefit.
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developed
protocols
provide a legal policy framework within
which member states are expected to
align their national policies in order to
develop and achieve regional objectives.
Protocols have been signed, in the areas of immunities and privileges for
SADC personnel, trade, mining, energy,
transport, communications and
meteorology, education and training,
shared watercourse systems, health,
for several sectors.

These

tourism, wildlife conservation and law
enforcement and in

principles

one

Protocols have been

combating illicit

drug trafficking. Seven, out of eleven
signed protocols have been ratified by
the member states and have become

binding. These

the Protocols on
Privileges; Shared
Watercourse Systems, Energy, Transport. Communications and Meteorology,
Combating Illicit Drug Trafficking,
Trade and Mining.
Immunities and

are

ture to

and

adapt to changing circumstances
challenges. There is need to

new

have

an

institutional framework which

would clearly

articulate goals, policies,
strategies and time frames that would
guide the process of economic integration. The challenge for SADC is to
develop the necessary consensus among
its members and to mobilise the
technical capacity required for deeper

regional integration. An exercise designed to address this challenge is already underway. However, because
SADC is one of the building blockjS for
the African Economic Community, there
will be

a

need to work in close

collaboration with similar
on

organizations

the continent in order to share expe-

riences, enhance efficiency and above
all to avoid

costly duplication of activi-

ties.
The other critical issue is that, given
the different levels of development in the

region, how can SADC utilise its
various protocols for the full benefit of
all its members. The

answer

is that the

organisation needs to adopt a very focussed approach with targeted priorities
for the next 10-15 years. With its
limited resources, SADC needs to fothe sectors catalytic to deeper
regional integration as fast track movers. There is need to achieve a regional
growth rate of at least 6.8 percent for
cus on

SADC to make

a

real dent in poverty

and to create

gainful employment opportunities in the region. This is a tall
order given that the region’s growth rate
though positive, has over the past three
years, been bellow the rate of population
growth.
There is potential for the region to
achieve the desired 6.8 percent growth
rate per annum. SADC occupies an area
of about 9.3 million square kilometres,
of which over 50 percent is covered with
rivers and lakes that can be jointly exploited for irrigation, hydropower, fisheries and tourism development. There
is potential to bring more arable land
under cultivation and start using modem irrigation systems that could reduce
the region’s dependence on rain-fed
agriculture. Less than 20 percent of the
region’s arable land is under cultivation
and only some 10 percent of available
water is used for irrigation purposes.
The hydroelectric potential of the subregion is estimated at well over 142 000
SAPEM JULY 2(MM)
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megawatts per year, of which only 7
percent is being exploited. As a region,
SADC produces most of the world’s

exports from Botswana, especially the
Lobatse area, to the U.S. via the port of

gold, diamonds and copper, and
maintains large deposits of uranium,

Corridor

nickel and cobalt.

Mozambique is another regional SDI
which seeks to unlock geographical
investment opportunities over a wider

In order to

exploit its huge potential, SADC needs to develop domestic
investment and be able to attract higher
levels of foreign direct investment. Most
countries in the region have undertaken
a

number of reform programmes

barriers to

which

tariff
trade and stimulated

have reduced tariff and

non

Walvis

Bay.

The Coast-to-Coast
links

which

Namibia,
Botswana. South Africa, Swaziland and

economic space.
Another example

of SDI in the tour-

ism sector is the

Zambezi

Okavango Upper
eco-tourism project which

foresees the establishment of

a

South-

African Wildlife

em

Sanctuary in the
Okavango
systems. The total

legislation that are favourable to foreign
direct investment. In fact, a variety of

wetlands associated with the

policies have been put in place to deal
not only with macroeconomic reforms,

area to

but also the removal of restrictions in

Angola, Botswana, Namibia, Zambia

foreign ownership, repatriation of
profits and dividends, provision of
investment guarantee by law, creation
of Export Processing Zones (EPZs) and
Spatial Development Initiatives (SDIs),
as well as offshore banking facilities and
freeports. In fact, according to a Business Map’s report, “foreign investment
into SADC shows signs of holding
steady inspite of the persistence of political uncertainty in much of the region.
When recent and emerging infrastructure opportunities are taken into account,

and Zimbabwe. It is

and Zambezi river

be covered is 260 000 square

kilometres,

incorporating game parks in

expected that this
project would sustainably absorb 3.8
million visitors per annum, against the
current figure of 350 000 visitors. Over
the next ten years, it is expected that 46
000 jobs would be created largely as a
result of increase in tourist arrivals and
additional investment in accommodation

The

serious. SADC has reached

Between 1996 and 1999

actual investments
billion.

were

about US$4.3

During the

In

a

level of

important issue for SADC
is to continue unlocking investment potential in geographic clusters through the
development of SDIs. The regional SDI
approach continues the involvement of
the private and public sectors in the
unlocking of regional investment
opportunities while at the same time
rehabilitating transport and other infrastructure along the development corridors. There are about eleven proposed
SDIs in the region. Most of them are
located along traditional transport corridors. The.se include the Maputo Development Corridor which links the
Gauteng region in South Africa, and the
port of Maputo, in Mozambique, and the

political maturity as evidenced by the
peaceful transitions in South Africa and
Mozambique, which will take the region
to higher levels of development. There

Lumbombo SDI, which covers an area

the conflicts.

extending from Mozambique to

directly involved in conflicts, nor the
region can afford more wars.
It is important for regional leaders
to have the necessary ability to identify
in time the major challenges facing
SADC today. Therefore, SADC is in

Another

Swaziland and South Africa.

It is

ex-

pected that soon the Walvis Bay Development Corridor which already links
Botswana and Namibia through the
Trans Kalahari Highway will facilitate
SAPKM JULY 2(MM)

ration and Treaty. The implementation
of a regional development program, on
the other hand,

requires a capacity building exercise to ensure that the technical
expertise needed is available both at
national and regional levels.
Globalization is, undoubtedly, one
of the most important challenges for the
humankind and therefore for SADC.
The

questions, here, are how can regional integration
i. strengthen the regional economy and
ii.

prepare it for global competition, and
save
Southern Africa from

marginalisation?
Parts of the

is

awareness

and

unstable situation

concern
on some

about the

parts of the

answer are

that the SADC

needs to

deepen its integration as fast
possible by, among other means,
liberalising trade among its members.
Countries in the region also need to give
their industries a competitive basis that
will enable them to compete with those
from South East Asia, China, Europe
as

and America.

To avoid

lion.

hopeful than it has been in

vided for in the 1992 Windhoek Decla-

has to

same period total
inve.stment intentions were US$8.9 bil-

more

decades.”

of rethinking the Common
Agenda reflecting the main priorities
for the development of the region as pro-

and related .services.

Challenges for SADC
spite of the positive picture for SADC
in terms of foreign direct investment and
scope for economic growth, a Londonbased magazine. The Economist,
recently branded Africa as a ‘hopeless
continent’ plagued by natural calamities,
wars, diseases, corruption and luck of
respect for human rights. This is

the investment environment appears

the process

invest

marginalisation, the region

deepen macroeconomic reforms,
more

in education, health, tech-

nology and physical infrastructures; it
has to transform its financial sector,
empower the private sector and reduce
the role of the state to that of macroeconomic stabiliser.

The list of reforms, measures and actions to be executed
next

can

go

endless. The

question is how to prioritise the

different issues? SADC’s role in this

is vital. The priorities must be
other things, on creating specific sectoral hyper-growth

process

focused, among

aimed at fast alleviation and eradication
of poverty,

trade and investment expan-

sion, industrial and technological take-

region, but SADC is adopting a
pragmatic combined approach to deal
with such pockets of conflict in the

off.

region.

(WTO). They will have to honour this

SADC’s

own

onstrated that
sources

experience has demlot of
scarce in the

wars cost a

and these

are

re¬
re-

elsewhere in the World. The
success of SADC is intrinsically related
with its capacity to establish effective
mechanisms to deal immediately with

gion

as

Neither those countries

All SADC member states
bers of the World Trade

are mem-

Organization

membership by implementing the proregarding tariffs and other obligations. As it is known, WTO provisions are still very controversial especially in regard to developing countries.
visions

It is therefore in SADC’s closest inter-

follow carefully the deepening of
negotiations on contentious issues

est to

the

of the WTO.
The HIV/AIDS

pandemic is another
challenge for SADC, showing
all signs of continuing to escalate. Sta-

critical

tistics indicate that the rates of infected

people in the region could be as high as
21
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1 in 5 people in some places. At least
four member states have rates higher
than 400 per 100 000 people, indicat-

problem to become an emergency
development issue. The programme has
political support at the highest level of

ing the magnitude of the problem. In
order to face this problem member states
have adopted a multisectoral approach

the SADC summit of heads of state. The

to deal with the issue of HIV/AIDS

which has shifted from

being

a

health

challenge is the allocation of resources
and activities in direct support of this
high priority.
In the final analysis, SADC needs

REAL DGP GROWTH RATES

to eradicate

poverty, create gainful employment, eliminate conflicts, promote
democracy, the rule of law and respect
for human rights. Otherwise, the region
risks becoming irrelevantH
Prega Ramsamy is the acting executive secretary of SADC

Annex 1

(%) IN SADC

1981 -90

1995

1996

1997

1998

2.1

11.2

12.1

5.9

1.7

16.9

3.1

7.0

6.9

8.3

DRC

0.7

1.6

0.9

-6.4

-3.5

Lesotho

3.9

8.9

12.7

3.5

-5.8

Malawi

2.2

10.0

12.0

5.3

6.2

Mauritius

4.9

5.6

6.0

5.2

5.6

0.1

Angola
Botswana

Mozambique

1.4

6.4

6.0

11.6

-0.6

3.6

2.1

2.4

2.6

Seychelles

3.6

-0.6

1.5

7.9

3.0

South Africa

1.5

2.9

3.1

1.7

0.1
2.5

Namibia

Swaziland

6.6

2.7

3.9

3.8

Tanzania

3.3

3.6

4.2

3.3

4.0

Zambia

1.0

-2.3

6.5

3.5

-1.8

Zimbabwe

4.2

-1.1

7.0

2.0

1.6

3.1

4.1

2.2

1.7

SADC

Sub Sahara Africa

2.3

4.1

5.4

3.9

2.9

Africa

2.5

3.1

5.8

3.1

3.4

Advanced Countries

2.4

2.5

2.5

2.9

2.9

Source:

Data for Sub Sahara Africa, Africa and Advanced Countries was derived from IMF World Economic

Outlook, 1999; otherwise Member Status

TRENDS IN FOREIGN RESOURCE FLOWS

Item

1975-84

Annex 2

1985-89

1990-98

Gross Domestic Investment:

Africa

25.4

21.6

22.8

Sub Sahara Africa

22.9

17.7

18.1

Foreign Direct Investment plus Dilateral Credit

Africa

Sub Sahara Africa

4.2

6.3

6.5

5.0

4.4

3.5

Source: EGA Economic Report, 1999
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Business Briefs
month staff

Ethiopia

monitoring

programme

between the government

of President

South Africa

Eduardo Jose dos Santos and the
Canada Contributes over US$1 million Towards OAU

Addis Ababa

Restructuring

Organization of
African Unity and Canada recently
signed a US$1.689 million agreement
in support of the program for the reform
and renewal of the OAU general secretariat. Signing on behalf of the OAU,
the assistant secretary general in charge
-

The

Fund (IMF) in
April is expected to lead to a drop in
inflation. The unit, although expressing

doubt about the

government’s compliance with the agreement, says higher intemational oil prices have raised real
GDP growth to 7 percent in 2000 and
7.5 percent in 2001.

of administration and conferences,
Daniel Antonio,

Uganda

expressed gratitude to
the contribution and
had always supported

Canada for making
recalled how it

the African

cause

Banking Laws ‘Too Harsh’

Zambia

Kampala - Banks in Uganda have come
under attack from the Uganda National
Chamber of Commerce and
which

Intra-African Trade

them of killing

Ramgoolam, officially
opened this year’s international trade
fair in Ndola, northern Copperbelt calling for intensified intra-African trade.
Ramgoolam also challenged African
countries to take advantage of the new
trade investment legislation of the US
to trade more on the global market.
Ramgoolam, who is also current chairem

of the Common Market for East-

and Southern Africa

(COMESA),

Angola
Economic reform

prospects improve

Banking and financial institutions
in Uganda have, the chamber alleges,
frustrated local businesses by charging
very high interests on their loans, and
by maintaining difficult payment
schedules. Now, steps are being taken
address this issue. The Law Reform

working on a number of

changes meant to protect businessmen
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-

for confidence.

of interGermany,

recent surge

in South African wines in

prompted by our increased visibility at
important trade shows such as ProWein
in Dusseldorf last March, and more

recently,

an

exclusively South African

show, in Mainz.”

Nigeria
Open Bids For Oil Blocs Begins
Lagos - In a sharp departure from the
past, open bidding for Nigeria’s oil blocs
started in

Lagos early in June, with 35
companies contesting for the
country’s 22 offshore and deep-offshore
oil blocs advertised by the government

oil

in March. About US$2.5 billion from
51 bids

were

offered for the 22 oil blocs

by the companies during the exercise,
which marked the first time in the

industry
Licences
publicly contested for.

years of oil
activities that Oil Prospecting

country’s 40

Mali

(OPL)

Improving rural infrastructure
Bamako

-

The World Bank has

were

Malawi

agreed

lend Mali’s government US $115.1
million to help it reduce poverty and

to

Poverty Reduction Needs
Strong Institutional Framework

strengthen basic rural infrastructure.
The funds will go to a 10-year National
Rural Infrastructure Project designed to

Blantyre - The Consumer Association

improve irrigation, rehabilitate roads,
and supply clean water and sanitation
services to rural areas, the World Bank

ous

reported. It said the governments of Mali
and The Netherlands, along with the
beneficiaries, would contribute US

The Economic

Intelligence
Unit (EIU) forecasts that Angola’s prospects for economic reform are promising. The unit says the signing of a nine-

Luanda

a

row.

Navichndra

man

cause

"There has been

local in-

Mauritian Prime minister,

-

CEO Su Birch

Industry,

from financial frustration.
Ndola

A 57 percent increase in

pared with the same period for last year,
is giving South African Wine and Spirit
Exporters’ Association (SAWSEA)

through

Commission is

-

Wines

South African wine exports to Germany
for the first quarter of this year, com-

an old colonial law
that makes it almost impossible to borvestment

to

Mauritius Calls For More

accuses

Cape Town

est

and the ideals and

objectives of the Organization of African Unity. The Canadian Ambassador
to Ethiopia, John Schram, who signed
on behalf of Canada, paid tribute to the
OAU, saying that the Organization was
Africa’s most important forum and
needed the additional funding to implement its intended objective.

Good Prospects For
in Germany

International Monetary

$22.7 million to the project, which also
aims to increase food

security through

higher, sustainable and more reliable
farm

production.

of Malawi has said

implementing vari-

economic reform programmes
would be meaningless without a strong
The
framework.
institutional

association’s executive director, John

Kapito, reacting to the 20(X)/20()1 national budget, said talking about economic structural reforms without putting
in

place institutional structures to regu-

late and monitor the market is

a series of
botched economic reform programmes.

advocating for another in

S.VPEM JULY 2(MM»
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Can Africa claim the 21

Century?

Fernando Goncalves

As it has become routine

the past

10 years, high powered politicians and business
throughout the world gather in the middle ofthe year somewhere in Southern
Africa to discuss the most pressing political, economic, social and business issues facing
Southern Africa in particular, and the rest of the continent in general.
over

leaders from

T

he Southern Africa Economic

and academics who in

Summit,

sessions, tackled the most important

allows the continent to achieve peace.
“We do not want those who are hopeful

issues

about Africa to

as

it is called, is

an

initiative of the Geneva-based

World Economic Forum (WEE) with
its headquarters in Geneva, and is

organised annually in partnership
with the Southern Africa Development Community (SADC).
Financed by more than 1 000 member companies worldwide, the WEF
holds regular regional meetings in different parts of the world, allowing participants to share information, interact
with political leaders at the highest level,
and investigate new business opportunities. The regional meetings are complemented by an annual session in Davos,
bringing together key players from all
sectors of societies throughout the world,
including government leaders, business
executives, academics and the media in
an

interactive and relaxed

which allows them to
from

atmosphere
debate any issue

politics to corporate

governance
and the world’s different views on

capitalism.
Africa’s prospects

for recovery and
development have
been a major cause of concern to world
leaders, economists and development
specialists. Much of the interest is less
driven by philanthropy than the believe
that an economically robust Africa could
provide Western corporations with viable markets for the growing excess of
their products, investment opportunities
and ultimately sustain their levels of
economic growth and employment. That
is not to say that Africa can not benefit
anything from such initiatives.
sustainable economic

Africa remains the world’s poorest
continent, with levels of absolute poverty even deeper in Sub-Saharan Africa,
where

one

their first

in every

10 infants die before

birthday.

Under the theme “African Economic

Renaissance;

Making It Happen”, this
year’s Southern African Economic Summit drew together more than 1 000 participants, who included political leaders,
the world’s leading corporate executives
SAPKM JULY 2000

a

multitude of

standing in the way of
development in Africa. One of
highlights of the summit was the
seen as

economic
the

launch of the second edition of the Africa

Competitiveness Report, which in a
group of 24 countries, placed Tunisia as
the most competitive economy on the
continent, and Masdagascar at the bottom of the pack.
Political leaders from Africa who attended the

meeting included Benjamin
Mkapa of Tanzania, Joaquim Chissano
of Mozambique, and South Africa’s
Thabo Mbeki, in addition to vice presidents George Saitoti of Kenya, and Justin Malewezi of Malawi.
In

prospects for accelerated development in
Africa, while causing massive deaths,

displacement of people, hunger and despair.
But wars are not the only problem
facing the African continent today. Lack
of appropriate utilisation of local resources also stands in the
way of Africa’s
development efforts.
Africa has also been unable

to attract

sustainable levels of corporate investments, which would immensely contrib-

help the continent create jobs, fight
poverty, pay adequate attention to
education and health, and improve overute to

of the

plenary sessions. South
African president Thabo Mbeki told
participants that in his recent tour of
Europe and America, political and busione

begin to lose hope,” he

said. Indeed, endemic conflicts have contributed significantly in dampening the

leaders in these countries had

all standards of

living.

This, African leaders complain, de-

pressed hope that Africa had vast potential for development, dismissing notions
that this was a “hopeless continent”.
However, a lot of things need to be
done to keep Africa on the agenda of the

spite the fact that in some cases they have
had to take high political risks by
liberalising their economies, opening
them up to the rest of the world and undertaking profound political reforms.
They insist that only through increased

world’s statesmen and

investments

ness

women.

ex-

One of

those

things is Africa’s approach to
conflicts. It is disappointing, for example,
that one year after the signing of the
Lusaka peace agreement for the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC),
progress on the ground has been so negligible. And to compound the problem,
two of the five foreign armies - Rwanda
and Uganda - sucked into the conflict
have had

a war

of their

own

the international

com-

-

-

of education, and combat poverty,
infectious diseases and environmental

degradation.

in the DRC

territory, resulting in the death of hundreds of innocent Congolese civilians. In
addition, the resurgence of the war between Eritrea and Ethiopia, and the perception that Africa did little or nothing
to prevent it could be a contributing factor towards the world’s scepticism about
the future of Africa. “Many of us knew
that war was likely between Ethiopia and

can

munity demonstrate that Africa stands to
benefit from the process of globalisation.
Greater levels of investment large and
small
can
help empower local
communities by creating business and
jobs, essential to improve the standards

But investments
if

by themselves, even

they

come in the order of several trillions of dollars, will not be the answer
to Africa’s enonnous problems. As Mark

Moody-Stuart, chairman of the Royal
Dutch/Shell Group of Companies and
co-chairman of the summit warned,
unless investments are integrated at a
social

we did not intervene,” said
Mbeki, while urging African leaders to

level, they will not be sustainable.
“People have a right to speak out when
governments are unwise in the way they
spend the revenues produced by invest-

begin doing things in

ment,” he said.

Eritrea, but

a

“new way” that
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of Africa’s problems
manufactured elsewhere. They stem

anti-dumping regulations and technical

due to World Bank and International

barriers to trade in industrialised

in part out of the protectionist policies
of the rich countries, which have made
their markets impenetrable to African

tries cost Sub-Saharan Africa US$20

goods. Heavy subsidies in rich countries

ceives in aid.

Monetary Fund (IMF) policies that reject the adoption of special incentives
such as subsidies on local products,
export processing zones, tax holidays
and pay rises to state employees.
So, although rates of return on invest-

However,
are

some

coun-

billion per year in lost exports - US$6
billion more than what the region reIt is

also hurt African economies, it is esti-

widely accepted that long term
trade and less aid form

in Africa

considered the

mated that OECD countries offer

investments,

US$3()0 billion annually in agricultural

large
part of the solution to the
problem of poverty in Africa. But investors, although acknowledging that improvements in the macroeconomic poli-

highest in the world in 1998, Sub-Saharan Africa receives only US$6 per
head in terms of foreign direct investment, compared to US$123 in Latin

cies have been made in

America.

subsidies to their farmers. This harms

producers in poor countries who are
unable to beat the lower prices at which
OEDC goods enter their markets. In
addition, it is estimated that high tariffs.

26
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a

a

number

coun-

tries, are still reluctant to invest in Africa,

ment

were

Continued on pg. 28
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Poverty reduction and growth initiative
Chinyamata Chipeta

L

ate in

1999, the World Bank and

the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) unveiled a new

poverty reduction and growth strategy
that is expected to have far-reaching

implications in the relations between
these institutions and the 75

countries to which it will

poorest

apply.

Through the strategy, the two instituputting poverty reduction and
growth at the centre of their programmes.
As a result, the IMF has replaced the Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility
(ESAF) with the Poverty Reduction and
Growth Facility (PRGF).
tions aim at

PRGF will

operate alongside the en-

Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
The adoption of a
poverty reduction and growth strategy by
a poor country will qualify it for the new

hanced

(HIPC) Initiative.

HIPC initiative.
The initiative has four main features.

ReducStrategy Paper (PRSP) as the
central mechanism for developing and
co-ordinating concessional lending,
including the commitment of enhanced
First, the adoption of the Poverty

Rationales

Poverty reduction and economic growth
have all along been objectives of struc-

adjustment and liberalisation
programmes. The adoption of the new
tural

initiative must, therefore,
At

resources to

low-in-

Secondly, the involve-

come

countries.

ment

of clients in the formulation and

monitoring of poverty reduction and
growth strategies. Each client government will prepare a PRSP in broad consultation with stakeholders. The PRSP

identify and explain poverty conditions in a country and present a medium-term action plan to reduce poverty and promote more rapid economic
growth which will include performance
will

The
World Bank and the IMF staff will
indicators

as a

central element.

assist with advice and

expertise, train

local staff who will work
and

ensure

on

the PRSP

that the PRSP is consistent

availability of resources and macroeconomic stability. Thirdly, the new
initiative will support policies that aim
directly at helping the poor so that they
can benefit from growth by expanding
their opportunities. In particular, investwith

ments

in health,

structure
ers,

education, rural infra-

and private sector, among

oth-

will be given priority. Fourthly, each

and growth strategy
tailor-made to fit the specific cir-

poverty reduction
will be

cumstances

of the beneficiary country.

SAPEM JULY 2000

seen as

ad-

a

recent

regional seminar held in

Lusaka, the IMF did in fact admit this
failure.

Previous structural

adjustment

programmes (SAPs) designed by the
World Bank and the IMF did not make

high enough rate of growth of real
high growth in real per
capita GDP and poverty reduction. The
for

a

GDP to allow

institutions

two

were

satisfied with the

foreign exchange, domestic
savings and other constraints did not
allow for a higher rate of economic
growth.
fact that

tion and

HIPC Initiative

be

mission of failure of those programmes.

Individuals and institutions, too

mention, had earlier on suggested that rates of growth of real GDP
of at least 6 percent were required if
progress towards poverty reduction was
many to

to

be made.

The 2000 edition of the

Development Report has refined the required rates of growth of
real GDP as 8 percent for the poorest
countries and 6-7 percent for others. In
a welcome development, the World
African

Bank and the IMF have

realised

now

policy objectives to policy targets, to
policy instruments, to policy measures
and to policy outcomes. They were the
result of inadequate co-ordination
between the World Bank and the

IMF,
hand, and between responsible government agencies, on the
other, as well as outright negligence

on

the

ignorance. Again, the need for
policy consistency is appreciated now,
long at last, 20 years later!
and

What about the involvement of gov-

emment, civil society

donors, the poor

government revenues, as well as improvement in manpower utilisation

policies.
Failure of

SAPs also reflects two

other weaknesses in their

design. One is
that most SAPs were partial plans, with a
focus

on

one or a

few sectors

or

sub-

This meant that

they did not
exploit forward and backward linkages
that normally exist between sectors to
maximise benefits. Exploitation of
sectoral linkages would need SAPs to
comprehend (cover) an entire economy.
sectors.

The other is that there

were

inconsis-

tencies between short-term stabilisation

long-term development policies
pursued by SAPs. Inconsistencies
spanned all features of policies, from

and

(including NGOs),

and other stakeholders

in low-income countries?

What is its

rationale? In the past, the World Bank
and the IMF staff formulated SAPs

themselves, unless they were homegrown. They wrote the documents or
drafted them for the

signatures of

officials in low-income countries. A

clique of government officials
in
negotiations for which they had not
small
was

consulted and took part

done their homework.
were

Officials who

deemed difficult would be

by-

passed. The Bank and the Fund staff
would approach those who would
cause no problems or ministers directly. Not surprising really, given the
hidden agenda to recycle world capital and to promote the trade and investment objectives of rich nations and
Western type of capitalism.
Should

the need for

promoting these high rates
of economic growth, which will necessitate mobilising higher levels of foreign exchange, domestic savings and

one

the

aim

we

is

believe the claim that
to

promote

national

ownership and commitment of the
Poverty Reduction Strategy Paper and
hence to ensure implementation? No.
The process of local involvement will
be managed in such a way as to
promote the interests of the Bank and
the Fund.

Donors

are

the

same

everywhere. So these institutions will
have no problem with other donors
or NGOs operating in low-income
countries, because they are funded by
donors. As for the local experts who
will prepare the Poverty Reduction
Strategy Paper, they will be screened
to ensure that only those with
acceptable views are picked up,
while training by the Bank and Fund
staff will ensure that they are properly
indoctrinated.
Meanwhile, key
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appointments in central banks and
of finance are being

ministries

influenced.
How

they will

go about to solicit
views of millions of poor people is a

based on the neoclassical
framework which advocates free markets
and the dismantling of public ownership,

past, it does imply that low-income coun-

planning and government
economic activity. It is clear from the
background papers that, despite its limi-

green
other

were

tries

cannot

nors

unless the Fund

gives them the
light, that assistance from these

the
big
puzzle. Will they consult representatives
of these people? Will they be direct or
indirect representatives? Who will select

be the

tations, this framework will continue to
basis for macroeconomic,

Fund

them?

structural and social

will do the

will

Governments

or

NGOs? What

that

they are representative
poor? It is certain that the Bank

ensure

of the

and the Fund know that this is not
feasible.
The Bank and the Fund know that
both in

developed and developing countries many people are disenchanted with
their work. This being the case, they
would like low-income countries to get

closely involved in the design,
implementation and monitoring of their
more

state

and

private enterprise. Yet, as pointed
by Nathan Keyfitz and Robert

out

Reduction and Growth, and that

once

the

suspends assistance, other donors

The

same.

initiative will not help to
genuine national ownership and
commitment. What more with politicians not directly involved! For these
new

create

reasons,

kets

operate effectively are largely

to

mar-

absent in

developing countries. Market
imperfections and externalities do not
promote efficient allocation of resources
there. In addition, private markets do
operate to reduce poverty, to reduce
inequality in the distribution of income
All these
emment

or

to restructure

an

economy.

arguments in favour of govintervention.

are

The

In the presence

of major structural and
institutional problems, the implementa-

background papers make it plain
that the Poverty Reduction Strategy
Paper will also serve as a framework for

tion of orthodox SAPs in low-income
countries inflicted a harsh and heavy

assistance from other multilateral financial institutions, as well as bilateral

economic burden, with serious social and

donors. This is

political

ture

These SAPs

to

reject it. Instead, they should focus on
two things. One, they should earnestly
endeavour to improve the management
of their economies. Two, drawing on
local features of poverty and other problems, which are already known, they
should autonomously formulate proper
development strategies, and not action
plans as proposed by the Bank and the

and wealth

consequences.

used

requirements for private

themselves.
bottles

be

cannot

Dorfman (1991), the institutional and

not

new

donors

implement strategies other than Poverty

cultural

programmes so as to share blame for
failure and hence to reduce pressure on

Old wine in

policies for low-

income countries. As a matter of fact,
the background papers exhort markets

obtain aid from other do-

of the

a

most

unfortunate fea-

initiative.

new

As in the

Fund.

all low-income countries

must

If these institutions do not sup-

port these plans, low-income countries
should look elsewhere for assistance.
After all, as we have just been reminded

by Professor Hawkins (2000), the economies which are doing well in the subregion, Botswana and Mauritius, are
ones that are well
managed and selfreliantH

Continued from pg. 26

But

perhaps the biggest threats to

the future of the African continent are
the scourge of HIV/Aids and malaria,
and the

pilling foreign debt. Experts say

that Africa will need

at

least US$3 bil-

lion a year to spearhead

the fight against

HIV/Aids. This is

only to develop

pre-

vention measures, and does not include
the cost of treating

those already suffering from the disease.
“HIV/Aids is rapidly reversing the
health gains made in Africa during the
20* century,” says David Bloom, a professor of economics and demography at

people in Sub-Saharan Africa are now
expected to reach their 60* birthday,
compared with 72 percent worldwide.
And according to the United Nations Aids
Programme (Unaids) in 1996, over 60
percent of the 21.8 million people

of debt relief within the overall

infected with HIV

nomic strategy

were

Africans

living

in Africa. The solution to the scourge of
HIV/Aids is essentially with behavioural

change and education, but it also lies in
the world’s leading pharmaceutical companics lowering the cost of medicines
known to slow down the disease

so as

to

make them affordable to the

the Harvard School of Public Health.

majority of
the people in the developing world.
As deadly as HIV/Aids is malaria,

This is

which is estimated to decimate at least 1

understatement if

compared
with the long term economic consequences of the prevalence of HIV/Aids
in

an

Africa, where it is estimated that in

million

people in Sub-Saharan Africa

every year.

According to the World Health
Organisation (WHO), in 1997, malaria

the worst affected countries, the epidemic has already wiped out one in three

cost

teachers, while life expectancy continues

billion in both direct treatment of patients

to

decline.
In

study published in the 2000/
2001 Africa Competitiveness Report,
a joint initiative of the World Economic
Forum and the Harvard University’s
Centre for International Development,
Bloom notes that only 44 percent of
28

a

Sub-Saharan African countries US$2

and lost

productive time. When that is
with the fact that the

There is

now a

growing recognition

among the leading countries of the
world that Africa can not progress unless the issue of debt is tackled head
on.

And that entails

placing the issue
eco-

designed to free up respent on debt servicing and
apply them in areas of urgent human
need, especially in public health (comsources

bating malaria and HIV/Aids) and primary education. Total transfers by SubSaharan Africa in debt

servicing

US$15 billion annually, a
situation unlikely to be sustainable in
amount to

the medium to

long term.
throughout the 1990s,
Zambia spent more than 30 percent of
its national budget on debt repayments
each year, while spending only about
10 percent on basic social services.
Zambia’s health expenditure per person
per year is estimated at US$17, compared to US$2 300 in the G-7 counFor example

considered together

tries.

disease is set to slow down economic

These are just some of the issues
that need to be dealt with urgently if

growth by at least 1.3 percent annually
over the next five years, the impact of
malaria

on

Africa’s future economic

development

can

be quite devastating.

Africa is indeed
claim the 2P‘

to

be in

Century

a

as

position to
the African

Century ■
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Human

Development in the SADC Region
Joyce Malabo

literacy and combined

The United Nations defines Human

nation of adult

Development as a process of enlarging people’s choices or the empowerment of people. At all levels of devel-

gross enrollment at primary, secondary
and tertiary levels, measure knowledge.

opment the three essential choices are for
people to lead a long and healthy life, to
acquire knowledge and to have access

purchasing

to

the

resources

necessary

standard of living.

choices

are not

for

a

decent

If these three essential

available many other op-

portunities remain inaccessible.
A simplified composite index, the
Human Development Index (HDI), developed by the United Nations Development Programme in 1990, can be used
to measure

Human

alternative to the
National Product

Development as an
widely used Gross
(GNP) per capita.

capita measures economic
progress in terms of income only, whilst

GNP per

the HDI adds two other components
onto the income measure.
The HDI is

composite measure of three basic components of human development:
longevity, knowledge and a decent
standard of living.
Longevity is
measured by life expectancy. A combi¬
a

Standard of

ures

level of the threshold income used in the

construction of the HDI.

based on real Gross
per capita adjusted
for the local cost of living (purchasing
power parity). The HDI index, which
ranges from zero to one, shows the distance traveled by a country in terms of
Human Development as measured by the
three components. It is not possible to
reflect all aspects of human experience
in the HDI because of the complexity
and interdependency of the variables,
which measure these aspects, and also
power,
Domestic Product

particular

value of 0.826, Mauritius seeond with
0.819 and South Africa third with
0.782. The three lowest
tries in the

of

ranking counthe DRC with

0.530 falls in the medium' human

development category.
To get The SADC specific HDI adjusted for income inequality the income
component is multiplied by one minus
the gini coefficient- in order to penalise
those countries with high-income distribution inequalities. For those coun-

area or re-

tries with available

gini coefficients this

adjustment reduces all the HDIs (Figure II). This reduction is mainly so in
Namibia with the highest unequal distribution of income in the region (gini-

Specific HDI adjusted for income inequalities respectively as shown in Fig¬
specific Human Development Index, 1995

] 0.826
]0.819

Mauritius

]

South Africa

0

Swaziland

] 0.729

Namibia

] 0.724

Zimbabwe

679

Botswana

679

] 0.528

Angola

]0.. 173

Zambia

]0.416

of)

Congo (Dem Rep. Of)

10.411

Malaiwi

]0.407

]0.: 174

Mozambique

]0.530

SADC

0.000

782

] 0.597

Lesotho

Tanzania, (U. Rep,

are

Malawi with 0.407 and
Mozambique with 0.374 as shown in
figure I. The SADC region with an HDI

Seychelles

/

region

0.411,

gion has to reflect the major socio-economic aspects of the region and in the
case of the SADC region a lower average/threshold income than the global average and also income distribution inequalities. These adjustments give a
SADC Specific HDI and also a SADC

FIGURE 1: SADC

SADC-specific HDI reveals
Seychelles ranks highest with a

The
that

because of lack of data.
a

The SADC spe-

comparable to the Glo-

bal HDI because of the difference in the

living is measured by the

The HDI for

I and II for 1995.

cific HDI is not

0.100

0.200

0.300

0.400

0.500

0.600

0.700

0.800

0.900

HDI

Source: SAFES Books, SADC

HDI of .800 and above is the high
human development category
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Regional Human Development Report, 1998

human development category HDI of 0.500 to 0,799

is the medium human development categoryHDI of below 0.500 is the low
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FIGURE 11: SADC

specific HDI with Adjustment for Income Inequality, Selected SADC

Countries, 1995
I

South Africa

T
0.603

I

1

Namibia

0.508

0.507

Botswana

] 11.492

Zimbabwe
Lesotho

JO

Zambia

0.400

] 0.5 77

Tanzania, U. Rep. of

] 0.332

Malawi
0.000

0.100

0.200

0.300

0.400

0.500

0.600

0.700

HDI

Source: SAFES Books, SADC

Regional Human Development Report, 1998

coefficient of

0.7) followed by Zimba(0.63), Botswana (0.55) etc. as
shown in Figure III.

bwe

Table II:
HDI Disparities

by Language Group, Namibia,

Table III:
HDI by Gender,

Zimbabwe 1995

1999
Gender

HDI

Female

0.62

Male

0.62

The HDI is a useful policy making
tool which enables people and their

Language Group

HDI

governments to evaluate progress over-

Afrikaans

0.810

Caprivi/Lozi

0.579

English

0.845

German

0.917

Note: The HDI values in this table

Nama/Damara

0.578

parable with the SADC specific HDI because
different methodology was used g

Oshiwambo

0.612

Otjiherero

0.628

Rukavango

0.551

San

0.295

Tswana

0.681

time

and to determine

priorities for
policy intervention. It can also be used
as an effective tool for
policy making
when it is disaggregated to show disparities in human development between
rural and urban areas, districts, males and
females and also language groups as

shown in tables I, II and III for
Botswana, Namibia and Zimbabwe, re-

spectively.
Table I; Urban-rural HDI

Disparities in

Botswana, 1994
Area

HDI

Urban
Rural

0.81
0.60

Source:Zimbabwe Human
1999

2

development Report,

are

not com-

a

The gini coefficient measures the extent to
which the distribution of income among individuais

or households within an economy
deviates from a perfectly equal distribution.
A gini coefficient of zero represents perfect
equality while an index of 1 implies perfect

inequality.

Source:Namibia Human Development ReSource: Botswana Human

Development Re-

port, 1999

port, 1997.
Note: The HDI values in this table are not com-

Note: The HDI values in this table

parable with the SADC specific HDI because a
different methodology was used.

parable with the SADC specific HDI because
different methodology was used.

are not com-

a

FIGURE III: Difference between HDI and Income Inequality Adjusted HDI, Selected SADC

Countries, %, 1995

5?

Source: SAFES Books, SADC
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Currency Checklist
Rates
Selected

£

(10.63)

Angola re-adjusted kwanza

£

(FFr)

S

74.46

(11.61)

80.00

11.08

7.37

n/a

14.00

7.73

5.15

(94.20)

655.40

(59.23)

343.56

Congo - K franc
Cote d'Ivoire CFA franc

Parallel
S

(FFr)

Algeria dinar

Burundi/ranc

28 June 2000

orricioi

Coontrles

Botswana pula

on

4.50

(100.00)

700.47

(24.28)

170.00

Egypt pound

5.21

3.47

Ethiopia birr

12.17

8.10

Gambia dalasi

19.21

12.79

21.00

13.86

7,660.73

5,100.00

7,800.00

5,350.00

Kenya shilling

116.41

77.50

Liberia dollar

1.50

1.00

1.67

2.50

Lybia dinar

0.75

0.50

5.31

3.30

(790128)

6,330.00

Malawi kwacha

83.36

55.50

Mauritius rupee

39.10

26.03

Moroco dirham

(1.50)

10.52

24.183.90

16,100.00

155.69

103.65

170.00

115.00

8.43

5.61

2,940.85

1,962.66

3,100.00

2,018.00

Djibouti franc

Ghana cedi

Madagascar/ranc

Mozambique metical
Nigeria naira
Seychelles

rupee

Sierra Leone leone
Somalia shilling
South Africa rand

10,400.00
10.33

6.87

388.74

258.80

n/a

n/a

1,203.18

801.00

1,207.00

804.00

(0.19)

1.35

Uganda shilling

2,374.83

1,581.00

Zambia kwacha

4,641.50

3,090.00

57.60

38.35

75.00

68.00

Sudan dinar
Tanzania shilling
Dinisia dinar

Zimbabwe dollar

SAFES DATA BANK

n/a not availiable
—

no

parallel market

French franc rates appear in brackets.
The euro has a fixed value of FFr6.5 and therefore also has
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fixed value of CFA655.9
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MARKET GROWTH INDEX

China

143.02

Brazil

36.70

Malaysia

8.28

Egypt, Arab Rep.

7.59

South Africa

7.27

Portugal

6,29

Chile

3,17

Tunisia

2.82

Vietnam

2.82

Nigeria

2.39

Cote d’Ivoire

1,13

Botswana

0,90

I

Cameroon

0.82

I

Uganda

0.80

I

Tanzania

0.75

I

Ghana

0.72

I

Mozambique

0.71

I

Angola

0.64

I

Senegal

0.55

I

Kenya

0.43

I

Jordan

0.40

I

Madagascar

0.38

I

Mauritius

0.34

I

Burkina Faso

0.28

I

Ukraine

0.25

I

Namibia

0.24

I

Zambia

0.22

I

Malawi

0.16

I

Zimbabwe

0.06

0

10

20

30

50

40

Change (billions 1998 USS)

The market

2000 is forecast to be

terms between 1998 and

The inclusion of non-African countries is designed to
son with other parts of the world.

growth index uses the change in nominal GDP in US dollar
2000, based on real growth rate forecasts from
the Economist Intelligence Unit. For example, Egypt’s nominal GDP in

Source: The Africa
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$7.59 billion larger than in 1998 (in 1998 dollars.)

establish a compari-
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SADC EXPORT
DIRECTORY

Key Business Contacts

South Africa & Swaziland

South Africa
Fact File

Tel. 00-(2712)310 9791
Fax. 00-2712) 323 0234

SOUTH AFRICA FOREIGN TRADE

ORGANISATIONS (SAFTO)

P. O. Box 782706
DEVELOPMENT BANK OF SOUTH

Sandton 2146

AFRICA (DBSA)

Tel.

P. O. Box 1274

Fax.

(2711) 883 3737
(2711) 883 6569

Halfway House 1687
Head of State

Tel.

Thabo Mbeki

Fax. 00-27-11) 313 3086

00-(2711) 313 3911

Swaziland

Capital City
Pretoria

FOUNDATION FOR AFRICAN

Main Towns:

SERVICES (FABCOS)

Johannesburg

P O.Box 8785

Durban

Johannesburg 2000

Cape Town

Tel. (2711) 832 1911
Fax. (2711) 836 5920

BUSINESS AND CONSUMER

Languages
Afrikaans, English, Ndebele,
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Swati, Tsonga, Tswana, Venda,
Xhosa and Zulu. Other African,

CORPORATION (IDC)

also

European languages
spoken.

Time: GMT

+

EMPLOYMENT

P. O. Box 451

Mbabane
Tel. (268) 51 43201

Fax.(268) 51 44711

Northern Sotho, Southern Sotho,

Asian and

MINISTRY OF ENTERPRISE AND

are

2 Hours

P. O Box 784055,
Sandton 2146
Tel. 00-(2711) 269 3000
Fax. 00-(2711) 269 3116

MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS
AND TRADE

P. O. Box 518
Mbabane

Tel. (268)51 42661

Fax.(268) 51 42669
Business Hours

Monday to Friday: 9.00am - 5.00pm
Saturday: 8.30am 0 3.00 pm
Many shops in the metropolitan areas
open on Sundays: 9.00am - 1.00am

Banking Hours
Monday to Friday: 9.00am - 3.30pm
Saturday: 8.30am - 11.00 am

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT &
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n

its most recent

has been at

history, Angola

war

since 1975. De

spite the many attempts at conflict resolution by the people of

have been undertaken to end the

Kempton Makamure: A Selfless
Patriot and Democrat
Ben

Hlatshwayo

of 1975 which

Nations, the Southern African Development Community (SADC), other

month

regional organizations, the donor
community and other stake holders,
the Angolan war has raged on into
the 21*' Century. That war has killed

of Cuban troops;

it has retarded the economic and social

development of the whole of the Southem African sub-region. The people of
Angola need peace and concerted efforts
be made to end that

The

Impact of globalisation on

International

Migration
Allan Mushonga
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in order

the urgent

and

The failure of peace initiatives for
Angola

vexing and agonising

collapsed within

unleashed

the

one

war;

UNAVEM I to monitor the withdrawal

the Bicesse Peace
Agreement (1991) and UNAVEM II
which ended with the rejection of the
1992 election results by UNITA and the
subsequent imposition of UN sanctions
against UNITA and the 1994 Lusaka
Protocol and UNAVEM III which failed
to

establish

a

cease-fire and

doned in 1997 and

were

aban-

replaced by UN

Observer Mission (MONUA). The UN
was later expelled from Angola in December 1998 when full-scale

war

broke

out.

It is

extremely important to address
the question of consistent
and persistent failure of these peace iniand

answer

tiatives for at least three
The

reasons.

has caused the

longest and
suffering upon the
people of Angola
The war has completely destabilised
the country and threatens to collapse
war

most

One of the most
SAPEM JULY 20<M»

war

tasks of social,
political and economic development.
The Organization of African Unity has
a responsibility to spearhead an African
initiative for a peaceful resolution of the
Angolan conflict.
to attend to

Workers Without Frontiers:

war

far ended in failure. These ini-

tiatives have included the Alvor Accord

must

AFRICA REVIEW OF BOOKS

so

Angola themselves, by the interna-

Angolan people, it has displaced millions of others internally and as refugees in neighboring countries, it has
destroyed the economy of Angola and
48

have

tional community at large, the United

and maimed hundreds of thousands of

OBfTUARY

on the war in Angola is why
is it that all manner of initiatives that

questions

intense

the state and undermine its

sover-
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eignty and territorial integrity
war was spread from Angola
and threatens to engulf and
destabilise the whole region with the
The

involvement of South

Africa,

Namibia, Zambia and DRC.
In

seeking to explain the prolongation
and intractability of the conflict, most
analysts have emphasised grievances
and thus characterised the conflict
of internal

grief or dissent. Among
grievances stressed are:
Ethnicity that the war is essentially
about an aggrieved Ovimbundu
People who form the largest ethnic
group at 37% but feel marginalised.
They are seeking redress either
within or in secession from Angola.
Democracy - that the government in
Luanda under the MPLA is highly

one

the

as

-

a recent paper perceptively entitled
‘Doing well out of war’, Paul Collier,

also advances

-

that in
as

essence

Dos Santos

are

both war-lords
and oil rents
Race

-

floating on diamond
respectively

that the MPLA government

in Luanda is

essentially controlled
by urban mestizos who have little
interest in the welfare of the bulk of
Africans.
Human

Rights
Corruption and incompetence - that
corruption on the part of the MPLA
and UNITA lies at the root of the
conflict with each side

taking care
regard to the
suffering of the people of Angola.
Size and Factionalism That Angola
is a large and incoherent mass of land
and people without cohesion. Hence
the country can be partitioned
without causing any major problems.
of its interests without

-

All the above arguments may

have a
bearing on the eonflicts in Angola as
well as in the DRC but they are by no
means sufficient reasons to explain the
prolongation of the war. Whereas these
arguments focus on grief, we eontend
that the war is about greed at the international level.

tained

government officials, members of the

by economic opportunities than
by grievances. It is thus inferred that if
economic agendas are driving conflicts
in Africa then it is likely that some
groups have some interests and incentive in initiating and prolonging conflicts.
to

war was

part of the seeond scramble for

Africa and that therefore it

imperialist

was

an

war driven by the struggle
for wealth and power - in a word it is
about economic and political interests.

thirty countries meeting with

diplomatic community, NGOs, police
and intelligence agencies, industry and
commercial associations, journalists and
others.
In brief the

This line of reasoning

has proceeded

That UNITA obtained

suggest, quite rightly, that contempo-

conflicts in Africa are resource
related and that in general terms one can
argue that countries with the highest,
most strategic or most valuable
resources

able

§

amount

a

consider-

and

arms

arms

brok

rs.

dealers vC.g.

De Decker), the governments

of

Zaire (Mobutu), Burkina Faso

(Compaore), Congo Brazzaville
(Lissouba), Rwanda (Korgame),

1S* century mercantilism embodied in
globalisation - the highest stage of
Imperialism. That is certainly what the
Fowler report reveals. We review the
report below.
The recent UN report of the panel
of experts on violations on Security
Council sanctions against UNITA
(popularly known as the Fowler Committee) essentially presents further evidence in support of the greed hypothesis. The report has aroused considerable controversy in its details particularly in its linking of particular people
and countries with specific violations of

South Africa (Government?),

Togo ( Eyadema), Cote d’Ivoire
(Bedie), Bulgaria and Ukraine
The procurement of arms and military equipment was facilitated by:
§ The willingness of some African
governments to provide end-user
certifieates to UNITA and to facilitate the passage

of arms and
military equipment through their

territories.

§

§

the sanctions.

Willingness of

arms supplying
countries to sell weapons

Eagerness of international

arms

brokers and air transport

carri-

ers to

against
UNITA relating to arms, military equip-

arms

International
South African

feature of 17*'’ and

The first set of UN sanctions

of its

military
supplies through multiple sources ineluding

in Africa have the greatest

a

panel found out the follow-

ing:

rary

§

ferry the equipment

UNITA’s capacity to pay through
sales of diamonds.

ment and fuel were introduced in 1993

when UNITA rejected
1992 elections.

the results of the

Additional sanctions

freezing UNITA bank accounts, prohibiting foreign travel and closing offices
abroad

were

introduced in 1997

result of UNITA’s failure to comply

The report goes on to

explore sanctions
busting in four other areas, namely;
petroleum and petroleum products, diamonds, UNITA finances and assets;

as a

UNITA representation

with

and other related matters.

the Lusaka Accord. The third set pro-

In all these

hibiting the purchase of diamonds from

sistent patterns

UNITA or UNITA eontrolled

tion

areas were

introduced in June 1998.
It is the violation of these above

Sometime ago, when writing about
war in the DRC, we argued that the

work in six months and in that time
visited

merchants. This is

much

limiting UNITA’s prospects
military victory.
The panel of experts executed its

of a

economic interests

an

undemocratic and thus has failed to

as

cords and

argument. He argues that conflicts are
far more likely to be caused and sus-

accommodate UNITA.

Savimbi
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potential for conflicts and war. The wars
are essentially driven by the
greed of
modem day pirates, plunderers and arms

War-lordism

the

of the month

sanctions that was the subject of the investigation of the Fowler Committee. It
should be noted however that the
tions

intended to

sane-

punish
UNITA, but rather to promote a political settlement by requiring UNITA to
comply with Bicesse and Lusaka Acwere never

and travel abroad

the following conlinking all forms of sane-

areas

busting emerge:
A number of African countries

are

consistently associated with sanetions busting. They include The
Congo, Zaire, Togo, Burkina Faso,
Rwanda, and Cote d’Ivoire
A number of heads of state

were

directly involved in the sanctions,
presumably for personal gain. Curiously most of these leaders are the
S.VPEM JULY 2()()0
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tention from its failures, which led to
massive re-arming by UNITAand even-

Connections with rebel movements

Franco-Belgium connection
emerges not only through Paris and
Antwerp for the diamonds but also
through the concentration of
Francophone countries (Togo,

tually the UN’s being forced out of
Angola by the MPLA government. The
Security Council wants to use the
exercise to warm itself back into Angola
time to get back into the game.
Another reason could be the triumph
of the oil over the diamond lobby. With
the recently reported discoveries of oil
reserves equivalent to North Sea reserves and growing offshore drilling the
MPLA government is gaining more
clout and allies (27 international companics) in the oil industry - time to dump

Burkina Faso,

Cote d’Ivoire, and
Rwanda) in the transactions.

Savimbi and to court Dos Santos.

South Africa emerges as a

Security Council - G5 (permanent mem-

including Bemba and RCD in the
DRC
•

revealed.

are

There exists

a

direct link with inter-

national interests with

dynamic in-

terconnections between weapons,

diamonds, fuel, finances, UNITA
travel etc.
•

•

A

player in all
•

Month

embraced by the US as the new
generation African political stars.
ones

•

of the

key

Yet another

reason

could be that the

bers) is uncomfortable with its author-

areas.

A network of UNITA offices operates in

-

Brussels, Lisbon, New York,

ity being flouted by the sanctions busters particularly when this runs counter

These offices

to

their broader national interests

may not have official recognition but
operate with the knowledge of the
home government.

to

show

Paris and Geneva.

-

time

reasons or

challenge for the UN
charge of hypocrisy is not to stick.
The other question is why did the
OAU fail to pursuade the UN to impose punitive rather than what appears
to be symbolic sanctions? The answer
to this question may lie in the OAU’s
if the

ambivalences

own

combina-

as

well

of a clear vision. Below

we

as

its lack

review the

Organization’s institutional set up and
assess its performance.
But, does the
OAU fare any better than the UN?
INTERROGATING OAU INACTION IN ANGOLA
The OAU noninter ference

Doctrine

The OAU has not been very active in
conflict resolution, not only in Angola,

but also in the whole of Africa. Until

recently, the institutions mentioned in
the OAU Charter

hegemonic muscle.

Whatever the

DRC? That is the

and ineffective

as

were

both irrelevant

instruments to resolve

manage armed conflicts. For example, the OAU Commission on Me-

or

Having identified and described the

diation. Conciliation, and Arbitration

various mechanisms of sanctions bust-

was

ing the report makes at least 39

as

mendations

in fact, it

tions

effective in each of the issue

disputes, and
only saw limited use in the
early period of the founding of the OAU.

We will not recount them here.

Also, the Defence Commission, envi-

more

areas.

on

recomhow to make the sane-

sioned under Article XX of the OAU

Suffice it to stress that the report does
not offer an explanation why the
sanctions have not worked. In

our

Charter,

important task. There is
point in recommending more and
perhaps a stricter regime of the same
no

medicine if

one

fied the root

tries and their heads of state who

of the disease. One

continued to support UNITA even in the
face of United Nations sanctions against

cause

danger of treating symptoms at
the disease. This,
in effect, is what the Fowler report does.
Assuming that the committee is aware
of these pitfalls, the report essentially
exercise in

hypocrisy. This
gives rise to a number of questions. One
question is why were the sanctions not
conceived to punish UNITA? If they
have failed because they deliberately
avoided those

measures

that could hurt

Savimbi and his movement,
not

so

why does

Fowler recommend

sanctions and

In

OAU did not condemn the African coun-

the

an

established.

in fact has not identi-

the risk of worsening

becomes

was never

Angola, for a long time the OAU did
not out-rightly condemn UNITA. Even
when it came to doing so recently, the

view

this is the most

runs

limited to involvement in inter-state

distinct from intra-state

a

punitive
strong monitoring

mechanism?

President Dos Santos

tion of

reasons

thereof, the Fowler

UNITA. When the Fowler

re-

port confirms what we have said all
along particularly in relation to the suparms in Angola, the
DRC and the Great Lakes region as a

ply and flow of

whole. The ultimate

question is; now
Security Council has realised
that sanctions have not worked to bring
about a political settlement in Angola,
has it got the courage and conviction
to confront (at source) the greed that
has driven the war. Can the Security
that the

question is what prompted
Security Council to appoint the
Fowler Committee in the first place? A
number of motives tpay be suggested.

Council confront UNITA, the arms

One is that the UN wants to divert at-

bring about

Another

the

SAPEM JULY 2000

merchants, diamond buyers and traders,

transporters of military equipment,

end-user certificates abusers in order to
peace

in Angola and the

Report was
published, the OAU did not take action
against those African leaders who were
named in that report. It may not be too
far from the truth to say that the OAU
has not only failed, but that the OAU is
part of the problem in Angola. This
failure has not only been at institutional
level, but at the organisational level,
up to the OAU Secretary General.
The explanation given by some is

even

that until 1990, the OAU was
tated

incapaci-

by its

own doctrine of noninterference in the internal affairs of member states. This doctrine

presented a
problem since most African wars have
been civil wars, including the Angolan
conflict, which is under the spotlight
today. Change in the OAU doctrine only
37
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in 1993 when the

twenty-ninth
agreed that
internal conflicts posed the biggest
threat to African peace and security, and
that collective action to manage such
conflicts was necessary. It was on the
basis of these agreements that the OAU
came

OAU Summit held in Cairo

of the

Month

areas

of cooperation were identified:
Cooperation with African regional
and sub-regional organizations and
neighbouring countries.
Cooperation with the United Na-

has not

a.

ous

tions.

Nations Interim Forces in Lebanon who

Cooperation with other international
organizations.
Cooperation with Non-Govemmental Organizations.

argued that:

b.

c.

Mechanism for Conflict Prevention,

responded to calls from vari-

quarters for the establishment of an

African
was

Standing Force. One such call
by Lt. General Erskine, the

made

former Commander of the United

operational activities of the Mechanism

Sierra Leone, Lesotho, the DRC and in

also established within the

the Horn of Africa in the conflict be-

There is the need for ready availability, at short notification, of well-organized, trained and equipped troops to
undertake peacekeeping operations in
any geographical sector on the continent, as the number one priority, or in
support of OAU or U.N. operations.^
However, instead of complementing
or supporting UN peace missions in Africa, the OAU appears to have adopted
an attitude of letting the UN handle everything. This appears to be the case
especially in Angola and the DRC.

framework of the mechanisni. The

tween Eritrea and

some

When it has acted at all, it has been both

Mechanism itself

conflicts, the OAU went through some

clumsy, insensitive and imprudent. In a

motions of mediation and

move

Management and Resolution

was

d.

created.
The Mechanism for

Conflict Preven-

Hon, Management and ResoluHon

However, the Mechanism has remained

aspirational rather than effective
practice, and its initiatives have remained marginal throughout Africa and
in Angola in particular. The OAU remained powerless in the conflicts in the
Great Lakes region, in Guinea Bissau,
more

The Mechanism
Central

was

built around

a

Organ, with the OAU Secretary

General and the OAU Secretariat

together constituting its operational arm.
A Special Peace Fund to finance the
was

was

formed with the

following objectives:
According to the “Declaration of the
Assembly of Heads of State and Government

on

in

Ethiopia. In

sending some
inconsequential missions to investigate

the Establishment,

total misunderstand-

it’s primary objective, the anticipation and prevention of situations
of potential conflict from developing

Gnassingbe Eyadema of Togo as the
OAU Chairman. Yet. the Togolese
President is high on Robert Fowler’s
UN list of people who have been helping Jonas Savimbi and UNITA in re-

into full-blown conflicts. In the view

turn for

of the

still

Management

and Resolution” the Mechanism has

next

as

Assembly, the emphasis

on

anticipatory and preventive measures
through peace-making and

peace-

building, will obviate the need to resort to the complex and resource-demanding peacekeeping operations,
which African countries find difficult
to

Jonas Savimbi

finance.

The

Assembly

was

also of the view

that, in the event that situations of

claims and counter claims, but with no

incipient conflict evolve into full-

positive steps taken

blown conflicts, it is also the respon-

Indeed, the OAU Mechanism’s

sibility of the Mechanism to undertake peace-making and peace-building functions, in order to facilitate

assessment of their involvement in

the resolution of those conflicts.

progress in implementing the Lusaka
Protocol. Various OAU councils have

The Mechanism is also

expected to
undertake peace-making and peacebuilding activities in post-conflict
situations in order to prevent the reemergence of conflicts, which may
have been resolved. '

The

founding document of the OAU
cooperation
with other entities as an important function of the Mechanism. The following

Mechanism also identified

38

a

2000 in Lome, to elect President

within the OAU, of a Mechanism for

Conflict Prevention,

that shows

ing of the Angolan situation for
example, the OAU plans, at the next
OAU Summit scheduled for 10 -12 July

on

the ground.
own

Angola shows little besides expressing
a

number of ‘concerns’

over

the lack of

diamonds, and that the UN is

contemplating what action to take
against the people and countries named
in that UN report. It is no wonder that
the Angolan Government has announced
that it will boycott that OAU Summit in
protest against that OAU decision. It is
indeed, a decision which fails to uphold
the sovereignty and territorial integrity
of Angola, particularly when two suecessive SADC Summits have categorically declared Savimbi a war criminal.
As a result, there is a strong possibility
that a number of SADC countries might
also boycott the summit in Togo in
solidarity with the Angolan Government.

also ‘condemned’ Jonas Savimbi and

UN and other peace

UNITA and

Angola

they have ‘appealed’ to the

United Nations to put more pressure on
Savimbi. However, these concerns,

appeals and condemnations have not
been matched by concrete action on the
part of the OAU. Even as we speak, the
OAU has no known plan for conflict
resolution in Angola.
It is important to note that the OAU

initiatives for

Although the United Nations has not
managed to bring about lasting peace
in Angola, at least the UN peace initiatives have been visible. Angola’s post
Cold War period started with the deployment

in 1989,

Angola

of the first United Nations

Verification

Mission
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(UNAVEM 1) to monitor the withdrawal of foreign troops from the coun-

of the

Month

The work of the sanetions commit-

pending issues.
The detailed

Santos for the MPLA Government and

protocol was achieved
after the painstaking work of the United
Nations Special Representative to
Angola, Mr. Alioune Blondin Beye. On
February 7th 1995 the United Nations
Security Council in Resolution No. 976
welcomed the signing of the Accord and
reiterated the importance that it attached
to the full implementation of the
important Bicesse Accords, the Lusaka

Jonas Savimbi for UNITA. This

Protocol and the relevant United Na-

agreement raised a lot of hope as

tions Resolutions. This resolution fur-

political campaigning replaced bullets
in the national struggle for power. The
date for multiparty elections was set for
September 1992 with Savimbi as one
of the eleven presidential candidates.

ther noted the schedule for the

all relevant milltary data to the United Nations, to al-

However, when Dos Santos and the
MPLA won the 1992 elections, Savimbi

low for the freedom of movement and
for the free circulation of goods, and to

and UNITA refused to abide

begin limited disengagement where

accomplished its Urnof monitoring the with-

try. UNAVEM 1
ited mandate

drawal of Cuban forces, with the last
Cuban troops withdrawing from Angola

the 25'*' of May

1991. This paved the
way for the signing of the Portuguese
sponsored Bicesse Peace Accord, which
was signed in Lisbon by President Dos
on

by the

imple-

mentation of the Accord, in particular,
the need for the Government of Angola

and UNITA to provide

results of the elections and returned to

forces

the bush. War broke out

authorized the establishment of a peace-

immediately.
This war broke out despite the presence in Angola of the second UN mis-

were

in contact. This resolution

keeping operation, UNAVEM 111 to
assist the parties in restoring peace.

sion, UNAVEM 11, which had been
established in 1991 with the aim of re-

solving the long-standing conflict beAngolan Government and
UNITA. UNAVEM 11 was supposed to
observe and verify Angola’s first elections, demobilize the warring troops and
form joint armed forces, create a
national police force and generally alleviate the suffering of the Angolan
population. Little of this was
accomplished. The one success of
UNAVEM 11 was the signing of the
tween the

a

were

role of the United Nations in

Angola can
granted and therefore
needs to be complemented by some
African initiatives taking a clear position with respect to the government and
not

be taken for

UNITA. This is where the OAU must
take the lead. However, on the ground,
it is the Angolan Government itself with
the encouragement of the Southern African Development Community

(SADC), which has taken the initiative
militarily. But, the

to end the war

Angolan peace initiative cannot be left
Angolan Government alone because the whole region of Southern and
Central Africa is becoming engulfed in
that war. The war in Angola has spilled
over into Congo Brazzaville, and has
linked up with the conflicts in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and
to the

some

time, this

war

August 1999,

group of Angolan citizens organized
massive petition for peace in Angola.

This revealed fundamental differences
in

perspective between external actors
of Angola. The chasm is
also reflected in the day to day expertences of the people of Angola in a state
of war. However, the peace petition of
August 1999 demonstrated the active
role of church groups, local non-govemmental organizations and ordinary
Angolan men and women in the internal
intensified campaign for peace. These
forces are calling out for support for
their peace campaigns. The OAU must
answer these calls for peace by organizing and mobilizing the international
community at a scale equal to the international antiapartheid campaign of the
and the people

President Robert

Mugabe

UNAVEM 111

represented an enlarged and reinforced role for the

Bicesse Peace Accords of 1991 and the

United Nations. It

Security Council Resocalling for a cease-fire and for
peace. The Lusaka protocol called for
the revival of the Bicesse process, ineluding the re-establishment of the cease
fire, withdrawal, quartering and demilitarization of all UNITA military forces;
disarming of all civilians, and the
completion of the formation of the
Angolan Armed Forces. It also called
for deliberations on the Angolan police,

to UNITA’s massive re-armament. The

a

by the
government and by UNITA, of the

lutions

of the Angolan

government while turning a blind eye

They entitled their petition. An End to
the War Against the People Of Angola.

the

UN

monitored the re-arming

On the civilian side, in

reaffirmation of the acceptance

numerous

Others have contended that the UN has

a

cease-fire between the armies

main elements of the Accord

off

well.

of the

Angolan Government and
UNITA. This protocol was signed after
one year of protracted negotiations. The

argued that
seeking to cut
supplies of weapons to UNITA.

the committee has been

Namibia. And for

protocol lays down the frame-

work for

controversial. Some have

has also threatened to engulf Zambia as

Lusaka Protocol in November 1994.
The

tee of the United Nations has also been

its efforts
peace
tion

was to concentrate

helping the parties restore
and achieve national reconcilia-

on

on

the basis of the arrangements

they had reached in Lusaka, Zambia in
1994. Its mandate would extend to five
areas:

political, military, police,

humanitarian and electoral. UNAVEM
111 did not achieve peace in Angola,
and it was replaced in 1997 by the UN
Observer

Mission

in

1970s and 1980s.
SADC initiatives in

Angola

(MONUA). However, MONUA was
after the Angolan

Angola

Cooperation between the countries of
Southern Africa in defence and security

the United Nations Mandate, the role
of observers and the joint commission,

forced out of Angola

Government accused it of favoritism

matters

national reconciliation and the comple-

towards UNITA. Full-scale

the formation of the Front Line States.

tion of the electoral process

out
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and other

war

again in December 1998.

broke

dates back to the 1970’s with

These states

organized themselves with
39

Review

the

of the

Month

primary objective of coordinating
struggles of Southern
Africa, and also to provide a rear guard
for the liberation forces. On a positive

the corridors of governments. This
would also regularize the issue of the
both Lesotho and the DRC, which have

UNAVEM 1,11, and 111, the outbreak

for the OAU, the liberation wars
of Southern Africa were waged with the

raised

of war after the 1992 elections, and the
new war in 1998 dictate that there must

the liberation

note

full support

of the OAU through its

Liberation Committee. In the post

apartheid era, the same spirit of common
security in Southern Africa led, in 1996,
to the formation of the SADC Organ for
Politics, Defence and Security. At the
1998 SADC summit in Mauritius, all
of the leaders of SADC reiterated the

centrality of Angola in the search for
sustainable peace in Southern Africa. As
far back as 1995, President Mugabe of
Zimbabwe, the current chairman of the
SADC

Organ on Politics Defence and
Security, outlined the Angolan peace efforts as the central preoccupation of the
region. He said, “At the regional and
sub regional levels, Zimbabwe will remain an active player in fostering peace
and stability. As Chairman of the Front
Line States, and of the OAU Ad Hoc
Committee on Angola, and as a member state of the Southern Africa Devel-

opment Community (SADC), Zimbabwe will continue to lend its support to
all initiatives designed to keep on course
the

stalling Angolan Peace Process.”
on its part also came up
with a detailed White Paper on
peacekeeping and the role of South
Africa in regional peace. However, the
practical approaches of these two countries to the Angolan conflict and to regional security issues in general have
not been compatible mainly because of
South Africa

differences

that

arose

from

the

operationalization of the SADC Organ.
The SADC Organ lacks a viable legal framework in which to operate, leading to the much talked about ‘impasse’
on the operationalization of the organ.
This perceived SADC Organ impasse,
arose from the need that the Organ
operates independently of the SADC
structure, for strategic reasons. If however, the SADC Organ is not made an-

deployment of military personnel, to
questions on the efficacy and
legitimacy of military interventions in
Africa’s pursuit for peace. It would also
legitimize future SADC deployments in
Angola if and when required.
The rationale for the OAU to step in
would stem from the reality that not only
the peoples of Southern Africa, but the
whole of Africa are negatively affected
by the war in Angola and the massive
expenditure on weapons at the expense
of reconstruction and development. The
death of Beye exposed the limits of
placing all resources and hopes in an
individual, and in one organization, the
UN. A wider infrastructure for building
and maintaining peace in Angola is
needed. It is
a

our

view that there must be

wider and

initiative
in
an

on

more inclusive African
the road from war to peace

Angola. Besides peace enforcement,
OAU initiative would involve the

dissemination of information

on

all

aspects of the peace process so that
many different groups will be involved
in the Angolan peace process. There are

many Southern
the experience

Africa countries with
of ending wars and
moving from war to peace that can help
in an OAU initiative. The experiences
of Namibia, Zimbabwe, Mozambique
and South Africa immediately come to
mind. The role of the OAU would be to
harness these willing and available

regional forces and to build

on

the

internal efforts in order to concretize the
peace process

in Angola.

The

responsibility of the OAU in the
Angolan peace process
The OAU should seek to

sharpen the
understanding of the international community with respect to the different
forms, scope, purpose and limits of intervention to promote the peace process
in Angola. A major element of an
African initiative is for the OAU to com-

Though the United Nations has
sought to implement the peace process
in Angola, the experiences of

be conscious efforts

on

the part

of the

UN to work with those elements inside
and outside

velop

a

Africa.

Angola who seek to deculture of peace in Southern
The thrust should be for the

OAU to coordinate the involvement of
Africa

as a

whole, and of the SADC

region in particular, at state and civil
society levels. Thus, initiatives taken
by the Angolan civil society and other
non governmental actors in the search
for peace need to be supplemented and
supported by OAU institutional efforts
which would make the whole of Africa
more

directly involved in the Angolan

peace process.
The OAU has to show
the

leadership in

of peace and security. In the
Zimbabwe Mirror of 20"’ April - T"
area

May 2000, while making the case for
regional solidarity on the land question
in Zimbabwe in particular and Southern
Africa in general, we also suggested that
such solidarity was also logical and
necessary on the question of SADC
allied intervention in the DRC. Yet such

sohdarity has not been forthcoming from
organization has
been vague and irresolute in its position.
Here we would like to argue that the
compelling logic of this solidarity
springs from some of the emerging
the OAU. Instead the

doctrines of peacekeeping

which stress

regional self-reliance in peacekeeping
since the rest of the world has neither
the will

nor

the

capacity to undertake

such tasks. These doctrines include the

regional collective and the regional
hegemonic approaches. The OAU needs
to take a position on these doctrines and
to promote and defend it clearly and
resolutely.
The necessity for solidarity with
SADC allied forces in the DRC arises

precisely from the fact that Africa needs
take charge of its destiny and therefore, to evolve and put in place mecha-

swerable to the SADC Summit, to who
will it be answerable? This is where the
OAU must come in. The SADC Organ
as well as ECOMOG and other regional
collective peace and security organiza-

mobilizing an African force.
For Angola, that African force must be
ready and able to enforce the Lusaka
Protocol, the UN Security Council

tions must be answerable to the OAU;

Agency Appeal and all of those fragments of the peace process which need
to be enforced. In Angola, the OAU
should find the ground to put into practice its new principles with respect to

transforming conflicts from the destruc-

conflict resolution, conflict manage-

analysing the

they must be adopted as part of the OAU
Mechanism for Conflict Prevention,

Management, and Resolution. This
would put an end to the fruitless debate
on the SADC Organ, which continues
to rage in the region inside and outside
40

mit itself to

Resolutions, the UN Consolidated Inter

ment,

peacekeeping, and peace building.

to

nisms which

can

conflicts in Africa

ensure

that future

managed in such
a way^as to reduce the incidence and
intensity of violence. Moreover, Africa
are

has also to evolve creative methods of
ti V e

to

the constructive.

In this vein, in another article,
causes of UN procrastination in the DRC, we proposed that the
SAPEM JULY 2000

Review

only

of the

of Africa’s

way of getting around the problem of deployment in the DRC and re-

essence

enforcing regional mechanisms for
peacekeeping in the region was for the
Security Council to do the following:

Recommendations

Condemn, unequivocally, Rwanda
and

Uganda’s intervention in the

DRC and demand their immediate
and unconditional withdrawal from

DRC

territory.
Recognise SADC allied forces in
the DRC as a peacekeeping mission
as

the SADC summits have done.

Adopt the SADC forces as the
peacekeeping

nucleus of the UN

mission.
These

proposals may seem radical but
they are quite consistent with the
UN Charter and contemporary practice.
Even more important, these steps would
promote the idea that the UN sincerely
believes in regional peacekeeping
in fact

initiatives. It would also demonstrate

respect for decisions made by regional
leaders and institutions.

Unfortunately these suggestions are
not likely to be adopted mainly because
the Security Council does not really believe in the idea of collective regional
peacekeeping. Instead, what has been
emerging recently is the doctrine hegemonic peacekeeping in which the U.S.
dominates the global level, while it
appoints regional hegemons as lead
nations.

Those

are

the lessons of

Kosovo and East Timor.

Security Council sanctions
against UNITA, United Nations, 10 March

Specifically, the OAU should strive to
achieve the following:
To actively and practically support
the enforcement of the various protocols
and resolutions necessary to end the
Angolan conflict, and if need be, to
provide an African force for such peace

European initiative) and in its place
establish an U.S. sponsored prcKess.
The U.S. has to lead, it cannot follow!!
At

likely to
see feverish activity to install South
a

regional level

Africa

as

we are

the lead nation.

The

SADC allies have to follow South
Africa and not the other way
our

round!!

view the future of peacekeeping

in Africa lies in collective and

consen-

sual initiatives rather than
dictate. That is the

only

rica

take

as a

whole

destiny and

can

hegemonic
that Afcharge of its

way

that process to move
towards the long cherished goal of African Unity. That project should constitutes the OAU’s core agenda and the
use
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Challenge for Peacemaking In Africa: Conflict Prevention and
Conflict Resolution, Report on the Conference held In Addis Ababa, Ethiopia,
Sept., 1994.
Kaure, A.T Angola; The Continuing Civil War:
Proposals for a Settlement, Paper Presented at the SARIPS Annual Collo-

quium, Sept 1999.

To

lay the foundations for more
engaged activities for the countries of

Malan, M

Angola by linking the peace process
with post-conflict activities.
To bring together the OAU, SADC
and UN security networks to develop a
strategy whereby the regional capacity
will be enhanced through synergies in
monitoring the peace process and
facilitating information exchange.
To encourage and support civil society, especially the churches, the business community and academics, from
the region and from Angola itself, to
actively participate and to co-operate in
taking the initiative in the Angolan
peace process.
To lobby the

international community especially the interested donors, to
provide more financial and organizational support to Angolan and international civil organizations in order to
transform the Angolan peace efforts
from the military sphere to civil action
as a way of building a culture of peace
in the region.

in Southern Africa, and on the whole of
the African continent ■
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The Ombudsman and
Human Rights Protection:
The

case

of Tanzania’s Permanent Commission of

Enquiry

Abdulrahman O.J. Kaniki

“In

far as the Commission (Ombudsman) will have the duty to see that bureaucracy does
arbitrarily to the detriment of the citizen, it can be said to have been established for
the protection of human rights. In the process ofprotecting such rights it will simultaneously
promote the Rule of Law".
so

not act

Per Hon. Justice KM. Chomba.

The role

legislation are usually drafted in broad and general terms that
leave a large area of discretion to the administrator to apply
laws to actual, specific and factual situation, without providing sufficient safeguards against possible mistakes, abuses of
power or negligence”

played

Apart from Parliament being a watchdog for the maladministration of government officials, the Permanent Commission
of Enquiry (PCE) is one among others. The PCE, which is

internationally referred to
is

an

as the office of the Ombudsman,
institution introduced to specifically curb misuse of

power by government officials. Its main concern is to control
and make sure that all administrative authorities act in accordance with the law and respect the rights of individuals.
In this respect. The Presidential Commission on Single Party
or

Multiparty System in Tanzania, 1991, Volume One; Report

and Recommendations of the Commission on the Democratic

System in Tanzania, has this to

say among

other things:

“Many countries in the world have adopted the system of
objective is to ensure that public organs observe the rule of law, regulations and procedures

Ombudsman. Its main

concerned.”

In

this, Mjemas points out one of the most serious shortfalls
experienced by many newly politically independent African
states, including Tanzania. It is, therefore, not a wonderful
phenomenon to note that the former President of Tanzania,
Mwalimu Julius K. Nyerere, while discussing the propo.sal
to establish the PCE in 1965, did put in black and white,
reasons peculiar to Tanzania which were seen to make possible abuse of powers among those entrusted thereof. The
retired President observed:“The nature of our economic

problems in Tanzania demands

that many officers of the government, the Party and law itself,
should be entrusted with great powers over other individu-

als. At the

time,

our recent history, and the educational
majority of our people, means that automatic checks on abuse of power are non-existent. To the
people in the villages and scattered homesteads of our wide
country, it is the policeman, the magistrate, theTANU official
or the government officer, who
represents Government in
their everyday life. And in the District and Regional Headquarters, it is the commissioners who wield direct and effective power in a manner which affects the life of our fellow
citizens. This is inevitable and necessary. Only by entrusting real responsibility to such people can our nation be transformed. But we have to recognise that these powers can be
and have been abused. And the sufferers are the people on
same

backwardness of the

Regarding Tanzania, the Commission observes:
“Tanzania also has

Ombudsman system

called the
The main task of the Commission is to enquire into peoples’ complaints regarding misconduct or abuse of office of authority by civil and public
an

Permanent Commission of Enquiry.

servants.”

Generally speaking, the Tanzania office of the Ombudsman
acts as a watchdog, looking into the entire workings of
Government and other public institutions. It thus looks into

whose behalf Government

is, and should be, conducted.”

and controls, maladministration and abuse of state powers.

Mjemas, who conducted a comparative research on the
Tanzanian Ombudsman and that of Zambia observed that:
“From the

expanding activities of the modem welfare state,
on the part of activities and
institutions with extensive discretionary powers conferred on
to the administrative agencies and the executive in general.
This type of legislation has been attributed to the central position that the executive arm of government occupies in
running various affairs of the state. However, such pieces of
there is

42

a

remarkable feature

It is apparent
way,

that the expected role of the PCE cannot, in any
be underestimated.

Historical

background to the establishment of the PCE

The 1964 Presidential Commission
democratic

on

the establishment of a

party state under the chairmanship of Mr.
Rashid Mfaume Kawawa, the then vice President, recommended, among other things, the establishment of an Omone
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ties, all commissioners established by or in the Government of

budsman to protect rights of individuals against bureaucracy.
In its report, the Commission noted, inter alia, that:

Republic and the Revolutionary Government of
holding offices in the
departments of those Governments, public corporations,
institutions, organisations and such other public authorities
or bodies, as may be specified by legislation enacted by Parliament, but does not apply to the President or to the Head of
the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar”.
the United

Zanzibar, the members and persons

a rapidly developing country it is inevitable that many
officials, both of Government and of the ruling Party, should
be authorised to exercise wide discretionary powers.

“In

Decisions taken

by such officials

can,

however, have most

serious consequences for the individual, and the Commission is aware that there is already a good deal of public con-

danger of abuse of power. The new constitution should provide for a permanent commission to be appointed by the President, with a wide jurisdiction to enquire
into allegations of abuse of power by officials of both government and Party alike...”

cern

about the

was established under the 1965 Interim Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania which

Consequently, the PCE
became
to

operational in 1966. In spite of several amendments

Tanzania’s 1977 Constitution, the PCE has been retained.
The Constitution of the United Republic of Tanzania, 1977

enacts under

Article 129 that:

appoints members of the PCE. Under

all of whom
No
of

an

are appointed by the President.
special qualifications are required for the appointment

Ombudsman. Given the sensitive nature of the role of

one naturally expects that, the Constitution would
spelt out categorically and specifically the qualifications for an Ombudsman. Since the main objective of the PCE
is to investigate alleged bureaucratic maladministration,
inevitably, candidates with a legal background are requisite.
Tanzania, Mauritius and Ghana do not place any special
qualifications to would-be Ombudsman. On the contrary,
Namibia clearly outlines in their constitution the requisite

the PCE

unless the President directs otherwise, carry out an en-

quiry whenever it deems it desirable that an enquiry be
made into the conduct of any person to

whom this section

applies in respect of whom allegations exist, of misconduct or abuse of office or authority.
Upon the conclusion of an enquiry, the Commission shall,
in accordance with the procedure prescribed by legislation
enacted by Parliament in that behalf, submit to the President
or to the head of the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar, as the case may be. a report on the proceedings of the
enquiry and the conclusions and recommendations of the
Commission”.

constitution, however, puts a limitation to the jurisdiction of the Commission. This is in respect of the decisions of
courts of law and tribunals established by Acts of Parliament

The

to

The state President

shall have

Subject to the provisions of this section, the Commission
shall inquire into the conduct of any person concerned,
whenever it is directed to do so by the President; and may.

3.

members

There shall he

his office.
2.

Composition of the PCE: appointment and tenure of

Article 120 (1), the Constitution states that the commission
is composed of a Chairman and not more than four members,

a Permanent Commission of Enquiry which
Jurisdiction to inquire into the conduct of any
person to whom this section applies, in respect of the
exercise, or abuse, by him of the functions or authority of

1.

Apart from pointing out those liable to PCE investigations,
the provisions seek to provide an immunity to the president
of the United Republic of Tanzania and the Head of the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar. Other executive/official
members are not covered by the immunity under consideration. The Vice President, ministers. Regional and District
Commissioners etc are subject to inve.stigation by the PCE.

perform judicial functions. Articles 129 (5) therefore states

that;

have

qualifications of the Ombudsman. Under Article 89 (4) of
Namibia’s Constitution, it is stated that:
The Ombudsman shall either be

a Judge of Namibia, or a
possessing the legal qualifications which would entitle
or her to practice in all the Courts of Namibia".

person
him

For the PCE to be effective, Tanzania

should, like Namibia,

impose qualifications to the office of the Ombudsman.

is appointed a
required to vacate his or her cur-

Under Article 130(2), where a person
member of the PCE, he is

in government. This ensures that investigations will
prejudice.
According to Article 130(3) a person who vacates office
as Member of the Commission is eligible for re-appointment;
but a person who held the office of member of the commission for six consecutive years is not eligible for reappointment
until after the expiry of three years after his last term of
rent job

be done without

“Nothing in this .section

or

in

any

legislation enacted by Par-

liament for the purposes of this Chapter of this constitution
shall confer on the Commission any Jurisdiction to inquire
into

or

review any

decision of

any

Judge. Magistrate or

Registrar where that decision was made by him in the exercise of the functions of his Judicial office, similarly the commission shall have no power to inquire into or review any
decision of any tribunal established by or under any legislation
for the performance of Judicial functions in the exercise of
those functions.”

office. Members of the PCE hold office for three years.

According to the constitution.
“The President may remove a

member of the Commission
only for failure to discharge the functions of his
(whether arising from infirmity of body or mind or any

from office

The jurisdiction

of the commission is further restricted since
under Article 129 (4) of the constitution the president and the
head of the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar is not
subjected to investigation by the PCE as clearly stated thus;
applies to persons in the service of the GovernRepublic and of the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar, persons holding officers in Political Par¬
“This section

ment of the United
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office

other cause) or for

misbehaviour”.

It has been clear that Tanzania’s PCE is

subject to the
president hires
its members without any set requirements and has the powers to fire them without approval of parliament.
whims of the President, to the extent that the

Conduct of

enquiries
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through Presidential, individual or its own
initiatives, has powers to carry out investigations into,
among other things, maladministrative acts, omissions,

then

practices. Violation of human rights etc. However,
conducting such investigations, it is directed by the
Permanent Commission of Enquiry Act 1966 to do so in
private.
According to section 10. - (1) “Every enquiry shall be
in private”.
Furthermore, the right to be heard on the part of
anybody does not prevail.

ceedings of the enquiry by the Commission are held in
camera. Its report to the President or the Head of the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar must also be confidential as per section 16 of the PCE Act of 1966;

corrupt
while

“The Commission may

hear or obtain information from such
such investigations, as it thinks
fit. It shall not be necessary for the Commission to hold any
hearing, and no person shall be entitled as of right to be heard
by the Commission”.
persons,

and may

carry out

1966 illustrates
“14.

-

more

when

providing that:-

(1) Where the President,

or

b.

Save

as may be directed by the President or the Head of the
Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar, the Commission shall
not disclose the contents of
any report made to the President”.

One of the notable effects of such

confidentiality is that
ordinary citizens, even the aggrieved parties, are denied access to the
report. The Nyalali Commission had this concem

might involve the disclosure of the deliberations of the
or the
Revolutionary Council of Zanzibar; or
might involve the disclosure of proceedings of the Cabinet
or of the Revolutionary Council of Zanzibar, which relates
to matters

of a

in its mind when it said that:

"The reports

of the Commission

Union President
end up

or

are

submitted directly to the

the President of Zanzibar. And since

in the State-House people have

Thus, with such

no access to

they

them”.

legal position, it is apparent that either
or the Zanzibar President is
entirely left
to decide whether or not any information
a

the Union President

with the power
contained in the report

should be disclosed.

The PCE and Human

Our main

concern

rights

here is to

see

whether human

rights

protection and promotion have
ences

for

a place in the PCE. Experiin countries which have had the Ombudsman system

long time, for example the European Community
an Ombudsman
plays a vital role in
protecting human rights and the rule of law. This can be
proved by the fact that despite such countries having
Commissions for Human Rights, they maintain and
strengthen their Ombudsman systems. It has been argued
a

Countries show that

or

Cabinet
c

opportunity to

the Head of the

Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar, certifies that the
giving of any information, the answering of any question or
the production of any document, paper or thing
a.
might prejudice the security, defence or international
relations of Tanzania, including Tanzanians relations with
the government of any other country or with any international organization, or the investigation or detection of
offences;

an

It should, however, be noted that the fact that the pro-

It should be noted that the PCE, while conducting enquiries
and investigations, can be ordered by the President or the

Head of the Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar, not to
have any access to some pieces of information in the interest
of state security. Provisions of section 14 of the PCE Acts

expected that the President is given
respond to the report.

act or

secret or

confidential nature, and would be

injurious to the public interest, the Commission shall not
require the information or answer to be given or, as the
case may be, the document,
paper or thing to be produced.”

that:"The

complementary role of the Ombudsman institution in
rights has been very much emphasised in
the modem times. As a new judicial means for the protection
and promotion of human rights, the institution has been held
to have a special role to play in the modem welfare state. It
has been pointed out that its functions should not be confined
to its ordinary jurisdiction in administrative matters
only..”
the field of human

Result of

enquiries and investigations

The United

Republic of Tanzania Constitution states under
Article 129(3) that after having concluded the investigations of the matter and having formed its opinion, the PCE
has to submit its report to

the President or to the Head of
Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar together with

the

its recommendations. The Commission should include in
its report any action taken by the body or institution or

person who.se conduct was investigated with the view to
remedy the complaint. Article 129(3) reads:-

“Upon the conclusion of an enquiry the Commission shall,
in accordance with the procedure prescribed by legislation
enacted by Parliament in that behalf, submit to the President
or to the Head of the
Revolutionary Government of Zanzibar,
as the case
may be, a report on the proceedings of the enquiry, and the conclusions and recommendations of the
Commission”.

The

wording of these provisions shows that the Commismandatorily required by the Constitution to do so.
Once it complies with such a requirement, it becomes a
closed chapter of the whole matter. That is so because it is
sion is
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The

question is, given the picture so far presented, does
and promote Human Rights? Looking at relevant provisions of the Con.stitution establishing
the PCE, it appears that while performing its functions, the
PCE, at the same time, attempts to play the complementary
role of protecting and promoting human rights. The fact
that it has jurisdiction “..it means that in a way it controls
Tanzania’s PCE protect

maladministrative actions

or

omissions and hence promotes

good administration and the strengthening of the rule of
law. When this aim is achieved it implies that there will be
protection and promotion of human rights. To what exn*"t,
that is another question which has to be judged depending
very much on how effective the PCE is in serving the
masses.

That

means

if it is noted that the PCE is

not

effective

enough to curb the maladministative abuses then there is
no meaningful human
rights protection and promotion
guaranteed by its
SAPEM JULY 2(KK»
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April Demonstrations in Washington DC;
Launch of A

Campaign To Bankrupt the World Bank
Davie

A committed resistance to

corporate

on a global
crusade to build

oligarchy has intensified
scale and is

on a

strong grassroots movements ranging
from those

calling for the reform of
the global financial architecture to the
defunding and ultimate shut down of
the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and World Bank. The forcefuland astuteness that social movehave taken is certainly changing
the nature that neo-liberal propagandist
ness

ments

planned to shape the world in this new
Millennium. In Washington DC, the
United States of America,

more

than 30

Malungisa'
ministers

Global Exebange-the San Francisco

from the IMF and World Bank, and
World Trade Organisation (WTO)- a

based human rights organisation the

from 25 eountries, as

well

as

World Bank:

veritable Board of Directors of the

promotes globalisation of market forces
which creates greater inequality

the Bank and Fund’s semi-annual

is wrong in arguing that economic growth
will solve the problems we face.
The real function of the World Bank is not

global economy came to Washington DC for
meetings provided

a

conducive site for

yet another big demonstration against
eorporate domination. Following three
months of international

organizing and
planning, the Washington mobilisations,
which started with a week-long campaign
on Saturday April 8 up to April 17, built
around the same Seattle affinity model
that included teach-ins, trainings, rallies,

promote “development" but rather to
integrate the ruling elite of third world
countries into the global system of rewards
and punishment dominated by elite from
to

the industrial countries.
Evidence from many countries shows that
the policies promoted by the World Bank
are

disastrous.

The World Bank's

emphasis on expanding exports has been disastrous for the en-

April 16 and
against the policies

non-violent demonstrations and several

of the World Bank and IMF. The events
were dubbed the Mobilisation for Glo-

mobilisation for Debt Cancellation at-

The “free market” economic model

tended

pushed

()()() demonstrators met
17 to demonstrate

bal Justice

on

coming hardly five months

after the Seattle showdown that contributed to the failure of the World Trade

Organisation (WTO) Seattle Ministerial
Conference, which developed countries
envisaged as a platform to introduce new
issues for further trade liberalisation.
The two events

were

built around

an

group model- with representatives from faith-ba.sed organisations, environmental organisations, trade unions,

affinity

students, farmers, debt coalitions, etc.
known

as

the Mobilisation for Global

Justice Coalition, emphasising of nonviolent civil disobedience. When the

demonstrations came to an end on the
18"' of April, following an evaluation activists had launched the World Bank
Bonds

Boycott Campaign and vowed to

continue with the demonstrations wherever

global economic

managers

will be

meeting in Asia, Africa, Latin America
or Europe. A massive festival of resistance is expected, as the next big stop,
in Prague, (7zech Republic, and September 26-28 2000 at the institutions’

an-

nual meetings. This artiele focus on the
World Bank Bond Boycott campaign as

officially launched

on

April 10 2000.

The A-16 Events

According to Danaher and Burbach
(20(X)), Seattle was the coming out party
for a new global movement of citizen
power
ger

that will certainly

go on to

big-

and better things. On April 16"’ 2000

finance ministers and central bankers
S.VPKM .Illl.y

2000

police incidents. A Jubilee 2000AJSA
by more than 20 0(K) demonstrators on April 9 and various lobby opportunities that were taken by interests
groups built an atmosphere that culminated in the April 16-17 against IMF and
World Bank rules. The demonstrations

vironment.

one

being

on third world governments is not
that was used by industrial countries.

Globalisation

-

from above is being re-

jected and millions of people all over the
world is struggling to build globalisation
-

from

-

below.

statement in the

rejeetion of
This argument is not unfamiliar to deimposed on the
developing world by the Fund and the veloping countries, and the Zimbabwean
Bank. A petition given to the World Bank case is telling. The Zimbabwe (HDR,
by activists from the South to World 1999), notes that despite the Southern
Bank President Wolfenson in a wakeup African country’s extremely fa.st market
call at 6;30a.m, and read to him by Dr liberalization during the Economic
Structural Adjustment period, and the
Veneeta
Gupta, a medical doctor based in locking in of these liberalization measures by the WTO in 1995, the country
Punjab, India and one of the organisers
of the boycott, demanded an end to the is a loser as far as globalisation is condevastating effects on livelihoods that cemed. Standards if living in Zimbabwe
these institutions have caused in the continue to decline when the integration
South. A strong case was raised on the thesis has been fulfilled. In fact,
disempowerment of communities in the Zimbabwe is integrated into the global
South to protect the environment, deter- markets more than the USA or the
mine their economic destiny and safe- European Union but the experience is
one of declining per capita income, deguard their human rights.
There was a common understanding industrialization, loss of jobs through reamong activists, reinforced by eeonomic trenchments, price increases and a host
literacy teach-ins during the build up of other maladies that are well docuphase, that the World Bank, IMF and mented. Same policy packages are
Trans-national Corporations (TNCs) are parachuted from Washington to develleading the globalisation process in the oping countries’ capital.
interest of corporate profits at the exThus, the impact of World Bank and
pense of human life and the environment. IMF policies has been almost identical
The World Bank, for example, controls in the developing countries. For this reamore “development” capital and has
son, activists are making full use of the
more policy influence in the development
Internet and e-mail to protest against the
countries than any other institution. Bretton Woods institutions policies and
Aecording to one of the leading activists urge them either to drastically curtail
in the movement, Kevin Danaher of the their influence on sovereign states or to
were a mass

the rules and the systems
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shut down the institutions. The powers
of the institutions rest in their funds and
their role as gatekeepers of credit rat-

ings for poor countries. The World Bank,
along with the IMF, is responsible for
forcing SAP policies on developing
countries which increase unemployment
and poverty, financing of harmful
projects, often against the wishes of the
people it claims to be helping. Some
Bank apologists ask; What about the
World Bank’s reforms? Well, the World
Bank’s diction is now like a developing

country NGO, a language about poverty
alleviation. The Bank introduced, with
the IMF, the

Highly Indebted PoorCountalk of
Activists have actually noted that the Bank’s
supposed reforms are not sufficient as
every so-called reform is linked to
greater funding, greater power over
national economies, and deeper penetration by Transnational Companies
tries debt relief strategy, there is
civil society participation, etc.

conference

and

Viewpoints

the 10"’ of

April anBoycott
campaign encouraging ordinary people,
through their pension funds, labour
unions, churches, municipalities, universities and private investment to exert
pressure on the World Bank by refusing
to buy its bonds.
on

nounced the World Bank Bond

From Street Battles to the Financial
Markets: The World Bank Bond Boycott
is Launched

By launching the World Bank Bond Boycott campaign in Washington DC during
the A-16 activities, protestors shook the
Bank and exposed the Fund. This campaign is similar to the anti-apartheid divestment campaign. The divestment
movement had a huge impact that cut off
the Apartheid regime from its main
suppliers of capital. This Bankrupt the
Bank campaign can therefore not be
taken as a freak show since it is hitting
the World Bank where it least expected,
its Archilles heel, the financial markets.

(TNCs).
The attack
is therefore

on

the Bank’s

a new

resources

international

cam-

paign using grassroots economic power

The soft

spoken anti-apartheid activists

and Robben Island Prisoner, Denis
Brutus (now a professor in the USA,

scale back the bank A lot of back-

patron of Jubilee 2(XX) South Africa and

ground work had been done as Kevin
Danaher proudly and loudly announced

co-President of Jubilee 20{X) Africa) has
thrown all his energy behind this boy-

to

to

cott and the

the world:

We aim to go after the World Bank’s
Achilles’ heel, which is its public reputation. The World Bank has come under

increasing criticism for its record on
poverty reduction, human rights and the
environment.
The resourcefulness of the movement is just impressive. It is becoming

systemic and sophisticated as the
Bank and the Fund posture themselves

as

and below
bank’s

are

source

some

facts about the

of money.

campaign which is spreading in the USA and elsewhere like veld
fire. According to Brutus:
We need to break the power of the
Bank over developing countries, as

World
the divestment movement helped break the
power of the Apartheid regime over South
Africa; this is why we support the boycott
of World Bank bond.
Activists and

there is

no

institution

The World Bank is

its money?

public institution
which receives 80% of its funding
through bonds or mutual funds that
purchase publicly-held World Bank
a

bonds. These bonds are in the investment

portfolios of many institutions under the
International

name

Reconciliation and

Bank

Development

(IBRD), the bank’s formal
bonds

for

name.

The

relatively highly rated and
carry an AAA rating. The World Bank
also works with at least 47 major global
financial corporations which “underwrite”

are

or

sell World Bank Bonds. These

include HSBC,

Barclays Capital,

Citibank, China Development Finance,
National Bank of Greece. A major press
46

are

saying that

any IBIRD bonds; ‘you
merely asking them to promise not
to buy the bonds in the future.’ As Kevin
owns

are

concludes in
Where does the Bank get

organisers

need to research whether the

a

book titled Globalise This

(2000):
The

financial impact of any one instituswearing off World Bank bonds will
be small, but the public relations impact
of many churches, unions and city governments announcing they will boycott
tion

World Bank bonds will strike

blow at

Jose, California passed resolutions to
boycott the future purchase of World
Bank bonds. Similar resolutions have
been initiated

throughout the United
campaign was

States and when the

launched eleven countries had started

working

on the campaign, including
South Africa, Ecuador and Pakistan. By
the need of the April meetings a resolu-

tion had been

passed stating that:

We aim to make the World hank the target

ofa worldwide movement... The Campaign
is the private, financial piece of a
multifaceted strategy against the World
Bank-IMF-WTO triumvirate, which ineludes the mass mohilisations in Seattle
and
to

Washington DC, Congressional efforts
World

reduce funding to the IMF and the

Bank; and the world wide
eliminate poor country

Thus it is

movement to

indebtedness.

expected that when investors

sign

on to the boycott, the market for
World Bank bonds will shrink, reducing
the bank’s

ability to rai.se money, force
brokerages to rate the bonds from the
current system where they are rated in
the .same category as the United States
treasury securities. Thus the realistic
assessment of risk by brokerages will
further reduce investment in the World
Bank and this will force the scaling down
of its activities and the conditions attached to them.

Struggles in Southern Africa:
Anti Neo-liberal Driven Globalisation

The events that took place were very significant in raising public awareness on
the effects of WB and IMF policies on
developing countries. Leaders of the G77
(a group of 133 countries representing
80% of the world population) that was
meeting in Cuba during the A-16 supported the demonstrations. The Spokesman for the Group of 77, Arthur
Mbanefo, of Nigeria, said, “I, for one,
support the demonstrators. We are very
supportive of demonstrations that could
forcefully handle those concerns.” and

South African President Thabo Mbeki
said, “We believe consciousness is ris-

excel-

ing, including in the north, about the inequality and insecurity globalization has
brought about the plight of the poor coun-

lence? Not at all. Organisations in the

tries.... skirmishes in Seattle at the WTO

USA

meeting and the .World Bank and IMF
protests are a sign of a changing atmosphere which a more coherent Third
World voice can take advantage cf“The big question is whether there is
such a movement existing at the regional,

the heart

Is this not
are

a

of this undemocratic institution.

Utopia or anarchy

backing this battle

par
on

the fi-

nancial markets. Even before the

campaign’s launch, several socially responsible investment firms had pledged
not to buy World Bank Bonds. Trillium
Assets and Progressive Assets Management of New York, city of Berkley,
California and Local 9423 of the Communications Workers of America in San

..

national or local level?
The South Africa Jubilee 2000

paign started contributing to the

cam-

move-
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ment as

At

our

early

as

September 1999.

National Executive meeting on

September 10, Jubilee 2000 South Africa
formally endorsed efforts by our international allies
especially PAPDA in
Haiti, and Focus on the Global South in
Bangkok — to deny furtherfunding to the
Internationa! Monetary Fund and World
Bank. We suggest this tough course of
action
in
view
of continuing
conditionality on HIPC relief, the growth
of austere ESAF programmes, and structural adjustment “Washington Consensus ” ideology more generally. We give our
endorsement to the existing strategies of
defunding, and hope to work with you to
develop others that appeal to all people
of conscience around the world.
The movement in the Southern Africa
—

region is being guided by careful evaluation of attainable goals and future prospects with foreign debt cancellation (be-

ing tackled under the Jubilee South
Campaign), emerging trade issues, regional integration and knowledge building on advancing a case for reparations.
Organisations such as the Southern Africa People’s Solidarity Network have
emerged to intensify the regional campaign against neo-liberal led
globalisation. Country coalitions are
networking and building their capacity
Continued from pg.

and

to engage their own legislators in an effort to generate interest on globalisation

and the

in its various facets, educate and organize grassroots to force the coercive institutions to at least be representative
of the people’s needs.
The big challenge is to build an authentic popular movement, varied in

tematives to Globalisation. The Lusaka

constituencies, but united in solidarity
and sympathetic concern. This is a call
for bridging traditional separations between interest group based struggles to
a massive mobilisation and united economic justice crusade. The national
social movements have the potential of

auditing the performance of their govemment, domestic debt, budget making
and punishing officials who ‘talk left and
act right.’ It suffices to cap this call with
the observation by Reverend Martin
Luther King, Jr when he says;
No social advance rolls in

Declaration is instructive
We

confident in linking the conditions
of debt relief, to our ongoing suffering. And we are
committed to ending such conditions, replacing the Washington Consensus on
neoliberal development with an African
Consensus on genuine development, and
adding to our demands the need for the
reparations required to assure our
society's ability to meet our basic human
needs and to repair our basic human
needs and to repair our degraded environments. (Lusaka Declaration, Towards
are

associated with current forms

“African Consensus”

an

the wheels

the

forward will come through the
strength and determination of scholars,
activists, policy makers, civic leaders

on

Debt and

Development.
or

The way

the Co-ordinator of the

Zimbabwe Coalition
He

economy.

Sustainable

*

'Davie Malungisa is

on

cutting edge issue in
struggle to democratise the global
a

on

Development and Sustainable Solutions
to the Debt Crisis [Lusaka, Zambia, May
19-21, 1999)

cated individuals. Globalisation is
trial and this is

on consensus

building:

End Notes
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learning does not come from books,
we get our history of other art from our overseas trips, from
the internet, and we don’t need a teacher to stand behind a
desk and make a magic lantern show of sculpture. Often in

curriculum too many

ideas come together and this gets
confusing if you are a sculptor because your brother was a
sculptor and you simply have a way with stones. We learn
by looking, we see the sculptures of Mukomberanwa and
the late Takawiras, and we learn what sculpture is about.
But on the other hand if we travel and knew who made what

for which cathedral in twelfth century Europe. We would
also learn, appreciate the many ways that stone had been
used in

sculpture, and perhaps become better sculptors.”
make a finger count of the world’s
and dismiss the large number of
sculptors in certain periods of European history,when
sculpture was at one with architecture.There are those
sculptors eighteenth century Italy with names like Sangri,
Monti, Serpotta,Giambologna, rolling easily off the
tongue.There are the hundreds of sculptors who belonged to
guilds and later academies. In Italy in the eighteenth century
and before there was hardly anything built which did not
contain a sculpture. There was fountain sculpture, palace
and court sculpture, tombs, with sculptures as their tomb
stones. The history of sculpture is not only seen in the work
of the well known sculptors but in the work of hundreds of
sculptors who remain little known but are remembered by
their work. The same thing will happen in Zimbabwe While
the names of the best known sculptors will be respected in
years to come, the stone sculpture will be remembered as an
art form embracing over five thousand sculptors.
Some say they can
well known sculptors

SAPEM JULY 2000

on

general populace that will lead
popular African Consensus on Al-

to a

of inevitability. It comes through the tireless efforts and persistent work of dedi-

classroom artists. Our

a

Viewpoints

“Those remembered will have

a

style which remains

their own, however much their subjects change, however
much they may be influenced by sculpture outside of Zimbabwe. .Writers don’t’ change their style, singers don’t

change the way they sing, actors usually act in the same
way, yet give different interpretations to different parts.. A
style is not static, a style can develop in the way
Mukomberanwa’s style has developed over the years. You
can still see the mask, but you see the mask in a different
way.I have a style, but this does not mean I sit on the
fence.with my style, it developes, changes.but remains my
style. Mozart wrote operas, symphonies, chamber music,but
always these are recognised as Mozart’s.
I use stones in different ways,I use small stones and big
stones, I use different kinds of stones, but always I want
these stones to be known

as

the stones which have become

my sculptures. Whether it is a small sculpture of a child
playing, or a huge stone giving David the strength to
kill Goliath, I want people to say this sculpture is
made by Dominic and this is the most important thing
to me.

But above all Benhura wants to make

sculpture which

anyone can appreciate, sculptures of young children which
can be understood by parents who know nothing about art,

sculptures of Biblical figures which can be understood by
Christians who know nothing about sculpture, sculptures of
flowers and plants enjoyed by those who love nature, and
“next to nature” art. He believes strongly that however much
sculpture will grace the galleries it must remain public art,
something to touch the heart as well as please the eye, to
open the mind,and to do something to the soul.
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Kempton Makamure:
A Selfless Patriot and Democrat
Ben
did not hold

Hlatshwayo

doctorate nor ! in three years. But I guess, in retrospect,
professor. However, i that what he meant to do was to write
to the ordinary person, the late : his doctorate through the way he lived
senior law lecturer at the University | and worked. In other words, his lifework
of Zimbabwe, “Comrade” Kempton
became his doctoral thesis.
Makamure joined the Department of
Mpandasekwa Makamure, was

H

e

was

he

a

a

“Doctor” and “Professor” Makamure

Law in March 1981

as one

of the first

few black law lecturers who included the
late Brian

Mparadzi and the late Dr. J.
The Law Department he
joined in 1981 was still as racist as the
one he had briefly experienced as a firstyear student before he left to join the
national liberation struggle during which
C. Nkala.

because of the sheer

passion and
eloquence with which he articulated
the political, social and legal problems
of our time. Not that he was incapable
of
attaining those academic
credentials, but simply that he was so
completely immersed in his work, he
never found time to formerly claim and
acquire the titles for himself.
For example, although he was
recommended for “confirmation with

promotion” at the end of his probationary j
period in 1982, it was not until almost a [
decade later that he actually applied for
promotion. Although, he could have
benefited from a special dispensation to
register as a legal practitioner and used
his political connections to start a |
successful practice, he chose instead to
|
focus on teaching the law. As selfsacrificing as a candle that melts down
as it gives much-needed light, through |
his work and efforts spanning 20 odd
years, he illuminated the way and made
it possible for some 2 000 talented young
law students to scale great academic and
professional heights.
He did embark

on

doctoral studies

though,

on the topic of Legislation at the
London School of Economics in 1984. I
had

a brief opportunity during a stopover
in London to discuss with him some of

the

topics and themes he intended to

examine, and I

was

amazed at the sheer

scope and scale
himself I still

of the task he had set
distinctly recall that it
involved a critical analysis of legislation
in the colonial and independence eras
covering such diverse areas as economic
regulation, including land, labour, tax,
mining and informal sector laws, social
legislation like education and health and
political legislation. It was simply
impossible to complete such a
stupendous, “Das Kapital” type of work
48
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he obtained
London
R.

an

LLB and

an

LLM from

University. Headed by Professor

Christie, the Rhodesian Law

have set ourselves

as a

and tears shed before

Department had managed since 1965 to
produce African law graduates at a
miserly rate of three a year, compared
to twenty per year for whites at a time

democratic

when blacks outnumbered whites 21:1

of the Zimbabwe

in the country.

Democratic

Professor Christie

justified the
excessively high failure rate among the
few blacks and their virtual exclusion

from the law

profession on unscientific
that Africans as a race
lacked “flexibility and originality of
mind”: “This is hardly surprising

and racist grounds

because much of

our

law is concerned

with situations and concepts that are
unfamiliar to most Africans and because
the transition of forming

and expressing
independent Judgment seems
markedly less strong among Africans
than among Europeans”, wrote
an

Professor Christie in the 1969 Rhodesian
Law Journal editorial.

One would have

expected

Makamure who had become

a

a Mr.
Marxist-

Leninist

during his sojourn in London,
to be an angry young man upon his
return back home to a Law Department
that had hardly changed. However, what
struck most of us about him as first-year
law students in 1981 was his hearty
laughter and booming voice. He laughed
so long and so heartily as if without a
care as he chatted with colleagues along
the corridors; colleagues who still
donned intimidating gowns for lectures
until, perhaps, he managed to laugh
them out of the ridiculous habit.

His

voice boomed as he engaged students in
informal open-air lectures on any

political topic of the moment, a habit he
a fine art and practiced
throughout his time at the Law Faculty.
He would never pass a group of students
without stopping to discuss matters of

cultivated to

moment

with them.

May, just a day before he was
admitted to hospital and diagnosed with
bone cancer that eventually killed him
on June 9, he had one of his impromptu
lecture sessions with a group of students
on

the draft constitution and the

disastrous consequences

of the “No”
vote. By the time he asked me to “chip
in”. As I was leaving the Law Faculty
building, the group of students had
swelled into a large crowd. “By voting
‘Yes’ to the draft constitution, Zimbabwe
would have had democracy on the

cheap”, his voice boomed, rising and
falling rhythmically;
cajoling,
persuading, deriding, laughing and
gently warning. “By voting ‘No’,
SAPEM JULY 2000

constitution
On the

we

difficult

a

so

much blood

even

half of the

‘goodies’ in the draft
are

achieved.”

legal professional front

Makamure contributed

a

lot

as

the head

Association

of

Lawyers (ZADJ), formed in

1986 to democratize

access

to

and

practice of the law. He also became the
first black dean of the Law Faculty,
succeeding Professor Reginald Austin,
with whom he had worked closely in
formulating the structure of the
integrated four-year law degree.
Eventually introduced in 1988, the
integrated law degree democratized and
greatly facilitated entry into the law
profession by young graduates.
During the 1980s Makamure and a
Kenyan law lecturer colleague, Shadrack
Gutto, became popularly known as the
“Marxist Brothers”. Guided by the
Marxist-Leninist ideology and working
together with a core-group of young
lawyers and other progressive
professionals, they fearlessly critiqued
the Zimbabwe government’s social
transformation programme as they
mobilized intellectual support for the
collective cooperatives and helped infuse
democratic ideals into the fledgling trade
union movement.
This loose

grouping of left-wing
brought together
progressive intellectuals from within and
outside the country, from both PF (Zapu)
and Zanu PF, worked tirelessly for
national unity and managed to mobilize
and shape popular opinion against such
imperialist acts as the US invasion of
Grenada, attack on Libya and racist
scholars

European socialist states in the early
1990s, many among the “left” retreated
into paralyzing and debilitating soul
searching. Never the kind of person to
just sit down and mourn, Makamure rechanneled his immense ideological
energy to what he called the “African
Agenda”. He preached patriotism and
self-reliance

columnist of

as a

a

local

daily and later for a business weekly,
actively cultivated links with AfricanAmerican intellectuals in the USA and
Canada and

even

flirted with Afrikaner

scholars in Pretoria whom he regarded
as more committed to the African
continent than scholars of British
In

origin.

1996, Makamure contested the

Harare

mayoral election as an
independent candidate and lost to Zanu
PF’s Solomon Tawengwa. He then
turned to supporting independent
candidates under the Movement for

Independent Electoral Candidates
(MIEC) and
members

was one

of

the

of the founder

Foundation

for

Democracy in Zimbabwe (FODEZI). He
later teamed up with a former
independent MP, Margaret Dongo, to
form the Zimbabwe Union of Democrats

(ZUD) that Dongo headed, with
Makamure

organizing secretary. The
partnership broke up a year later in
August 1999, and Makamure formed his
own party, called the Transparency Front
as

(TF).

also

During the public hearings of the
Constitutional Commission broadcast
live on national radio and TV last year,
Makamure’s

lucid

and

incisive

contributions

were

well

received

countrywide. He later wrote an
educational guide on “You and the New
Draft Constitution” to inform voters

South African destabilization and

about the draft ahead of the referendum

bombings in the sub-region.

in

It

introduced students and other activists
to

solidarity with liberation, progressive

and

In

nation

task in which there will be

socialist

movements.

These

developments led to increased political
and activism in society in
general and among students in particular,
culminating in the 1988 anti-corruption
demonstrations. Gutto was deported in
1988 and Makamure endured seven days
of detention in solitary confinement in
awareness

1989.
There

“per diems” or donor
sponsored fat consultancy fees in this
struggle. Comrades contributed their
time and skills freely; their only payment
being the satisfaction of scoring class
points or “giving it to the class enemy”
defined as imperialist, neocolonialist and
reactionary forces.
However, with the collapse of Eastern
were no

February. His other booklet is titled:
“Democracy and the People”.
No stranger to controversy himself,

Makamure,

nonetheless,

decried

senseless factional

struggles in the Law
Faculty in terms that put on the spotlight
the whole national and continental
scourge of black-on-black violence: “For
how long are we going to allow our white

colleagues to arbitrate our conflicts and
hence perpetuate their sense of disrespect
for and superiority over us?” he fumed
in

a

1995 internal memorandum.

Makamure leaves behind
six children.

a

wife and

His

tragic death at the
is yet another severe loss
to the Law Faculty following the deaths
of Professor Timothy Nyapadi (May
2000), Dr. Lawrence Tshuma (August
tender age of 49

1999), Justice Denis Robinson (1998)
and

Shepherd Nzombe (1992)*
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New SAFES BOOKS
Title

Author

Date

expected

1.

M. Mkandawire

Poverty and Macro Economic Management in Maiawi

August

2000

2.

N. Sithole

Autobiography

August

2000

3.

P. McFadden (Eds)

August

2000

SAFERE

B. Raftopoulas &
Moyo

NGO in Zimbabwe

August

2000

5.

Tevera D & Moyo S

Environmental

August

2000

6

Kadenge P G,
Chipika J T &

August

2000

Chibanda S

Effects of Structural Adjustment in Southern Africa:
The Case of Zimbabwe’s Manufacturing during
Phase 1 of ESAP: 191-1995

7.

Hartzenberg T (Ed)

The SADC-EU Trade Relations

August

2000

8.

SARIPS/SAPES

SADC

Regional Human Development Report 2000:
Development Integration: Challenges and Opportunities

August

2000

9.

Setai, B

The

August

2000

10

Mkandawire, M C

Poverty and Macro Economic Management in Malawi

August

2000

11.

Ibbo Mandaza

Peace and Security Issues: Speeches
Convened Meeting on the DRC:

August

2000

12.

Chipika, S, Chisvo M,
& Chipika J S

August

2000

August

2000

August

2000

August

2000

August

2000

2000

4.

S.

13.

M Baregu

Security in Southern Africa

Making of Poverty in Southern Africa

from the UN

Economic Reform and Smallholder Communal

Agricultural

development in Zimbabwe

Peace and

Security Series No 5: The Southern Africa Conflict
Agenda

Matrix and Research

14.

Baregu M & Truger A

Peace and Security
Lakes Region

15.

Mwanza A (Ed)

Social

16.

Brian Moyo

Thabo’s

17.

Brian Moyo

The Goat that wished to be a Lion

August

18.

Ibbo Mandaza

Peace and

Published
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Series No 6: Peace Building in the Great

Policy in an Economy Under Stress

Space Mission 2000

Security Data Bank
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of

Books

Workers Without Frontiers:
Impact of Globalisation on International Migration

The

centuries old
phenomenon. The reasons are
varied. They change from time to
Migration

time

is

a

the socio-economic and

as

political environments of affected
countries also change. The result is
the emergence of different patterns
of movements, as people respond
differently to the push and pull
factors in play. The levels of migration
fluctuate in response to the significance
of the push or pull factors, and the
extent to which potential migrants are
willing to move or can meet the
expenses

involved. The impacts of

migration on nation states, receiving
and sending, are varied. The major
questions to ask are will migration ever
come

to

end and under what

an

conditions? What is the

impact of
migration? Peter

globalisation

on
Stalker’s book; Workers Without
Frontiers: The Impact of Globalisation
on International Migration, examines
the effects of globalisation on

migration, the patterns of
development of the phenomenon, its
impacts on sending and receiving
international

national economies, labour markets and
societies. It also isolates those aspects
of

globalisation which help accelerate
migration and suggests the conditions
which might minimise it.
Stalker

unravels

international

migration, not only to account for it
but also to illustrate how it is

increasing
globalisation and changing in
character. Exploring the international
linkages which developed before and
during the 19"' century. Stalker shows
with

how

international

migration and

Written

by Peter Stalker
Published by the International Labour
Organisation, 2000 ISBN 92 - 2 111383

-

3, PP 161.

Reviewed By Allan

Mushonga

migration in
New, faster, efficient and
cheaper forms of transport, electronic
communication, which promote the
exchange of information about new
horizons, cultural integration through
print and electronic media, are aspects
of modern life which have given
the past.

globalisation a new character, and are
now facilitating international migration.
a

result of this

new

character of

increased international migration,
transnational communities are fast

developing which provide additional

international
migration. These are communities of
migrants living in foreign countries, but

encouragement

to

receiving depots
migrants. Stalker adds that
migration facilities have
emerged, legal and illegal, which help
facilitate the movement of migrant
which

now serve as

of new
various

workers

across

borders. These range

foreign contract
arrangements, recruitment through
employment agencies, facilitation
through immigration agencies to
migrant trafficking between Spain and
North Africa, for example.
For stalker, globalisation subsumes
many processes, among them the
from government

international movement of investment
finances

through
corporations
and

transnational
individuals,

globalisation

international trade arrangements,
communication, cultural exchanges and

to new areas

the

are not new, but were
restricted to the movement of capital
of business and labour

pursuing capital and how that happened
of globalisation as
it is understood in the 21*' century.
Stalker illustrates how current
without

a

real

sense

generation of a global culture which

generates

and fosters a global

consciousness.
international

In

this

context,

confidence and incentive to trot the

migration becomes a
dependent process further enhanced by
the development of this new awareness.
Of these processes, many national
governments are likely to want to
control the movement of people, among
other things, to preserve their cultures,

glob and make it their home without

argues

understanding of the concept of
globalisation embodies a certain world
consciousness which brings people
together and gives them greater

SAPEM JULY 2(MM)

Stalker.

and trade. Stalker illustrates how there

tendency for

was a

convergence to

countries of the
Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD)
and the European Union (EU). Direct
investment by member states of the
occur

the fear which bedevilled

As

Tracing the earlier patterns and
impacts of internationalisation of capital

among

OECD and the EU in each other’s

reduced

economies

economic

disparities and promoted greater
convergence among them.
Greater divergence however,
characterised

continues

and

characterise both OECD and

to

non-

OECD states. In this case, the

potential
offsetting effect of migration on
national

structures

wage

was

experienced in the OECD, and not
OECD

between

and

non-OECD

countries. For

example, in 1854, real
wages in Sweden were 48 percent of
those in Britain but by 1913, the two
countries were at par following intraEuropean migration and iriter-European
states investment during that period.
On the other hand, wage differences
Britain and its African

between

colonies, for example, were frightening
as native labourers worked in near slave
conditions

earning

pittance for their

a

labour.
In terms of investment, greater
of all factors of production

movement

occurred and continues to take

place,

among European countries than
between them and Africa or Asia. The
more

same

is true for the United States and

Latin America, especially Mexico. In
this case, even under the current wave
of

globalisation, economic disparities
resulting in a stronger
wave of international migration, argues

have intensified,

Stalker.
In

pursuing this argument. Stalker

shows

how

free

trade

under

globalisation actually undermines
national industrial development in less
developed nations. He also illustrates
how foreign investment, through
Transnational Corporations (TNCs) has
focused

mainly

on

primary products
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extraction and

exportation rather than

theoretical

which would be

has the

world market and

earn

them

on

the

more

of

the much needed

foreign currency.
This way, TNCs have perpetuated
economic disparities, which are the
impetus behind international migration.
As long as less developed countries
rely on exporting raw materials to
industrialised countries the current

patterns of migration will intensify,
argues

Stalker.

However,

Stalker

that

notes

to

the extent that it

EU and OEDC countries in the 20"’

costs

are

not

some

these

present. Labour

may be low but other factors
favourable. More importantly

not

usually shunned by the labour force
in the receiving countries; agriculture,

however. Stalker notes that there is

domestic service, construction, and

countries to invest in countries

manufacturing, where the work is too
repetitive and therefore unattractive to

same

the local labour. In the United States,
Mexican immigrants have been

In

these industries and to

Taxi-driving, a hitherto respectable
profession but now being shunned by
the locals. In Europe, immigrants are
also restricted to areas shunned by
locals, which in the case of Germany
is the export sector, and in France and
Spain,
the
import-competing
industries, especially textiles and
clothing.
In

addition. Stalker

areas

where local

at

level of development with
and not in developing countries.

addition. Stalker

TNCs

the

them

notes that most

which operate

in Export
Processing Zones (EPZs) tend to
employ women because women
accept low wages, repetitive and
boring work, and are malleable to the
TNCs’ needs. Consequently, male
labour force is forced to emigrate.
To Stalker, emigration in less
developed countries has been
worsened by increased poor economic
performance, following the adoption
of World Bank and International

hired into
expertise is limited.

Monetary Fund sponsored structural
adjustments and economic reform
programmes (SAERPs). SAERPs,
especially their emphasis on
liberalisation and strigent fiscal and
monetary policies, have impacted
negatively on national economic
performance. As Mwanza (1995) and
Sachikonye (1999), among others

are

However, he notes that this does

not

off-set the local wage structures,
since local salaries are not usually
reviewed to suit the immigrants as they

already high enough to motivate
these expatriates. Stalker notes that
sending countries are less likely to
restrict emigration because it absorbs
are

excess

always that tendency for developed

notes that

professional migrants

labour and benefits national

governments through remittances.
Some of these countries

actually have
standing arrangements to export labour
to the receiving countries. However,
he points out that most of the
remittance is not converted into capital

and

demand, which will

have noted, liberalisation has lead to
the exposure

of local economies to
overwhelming external competition,
resulting in some of the local industries
folding up in a process which
Sachikonye (1999) calls “de-

areas of higher
labour demand and remuneration. He

that added to this is the

countries, will assist their members

migrate

so as to expand
their sources of income

workers,

will

always promote
migration. Added to this
are the generally
declining and low
fertility levels of between 1.2 and 1.6
children per woman in most developed
countries, which have limited the
natural

reproduction of labour.
clearly outlined
chapters, and illustrated with tables and
graphs, written in an accessible
language. Stalker’s book makes an
important contribution to the
understanding of international migration
Divided into ten

under

the

current

become

lucrative

areas

useful

of

beneficial

to

long term.
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national economies in the

business.

specialisation will also find it

to

the

extent

that international

migration has become a pervasive issue
influencing social, economic and even
political decisions both at a national,
regional and international levels,
especially under the influence of
globalisation ■
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